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Does Terrace need a new 
community centre? 
i 
Does Terrace needa new community ,:entre? 
That's thequestion a group of Caledonia students set out to 
answer last week when they began a survey throughout 
Terrace. 
Grade 11 student Karen Lamming said about 30 people, 
most of them students, are involved in the survey which will 
continue this week. 
the whole family could participate," hamming said. 
"There's no place in Terrace like that," she added. 
Plans for the project are still in the initial stages. A location 
has not yet been found, but Lamming said such a centre 
would have to be near the downtown area, possibly near the 
arena.  
Funding is also uncertain at this time• 
The centre would provide places for arts and crafts, Before further plans are made, the students want to find 
sporting events, meeting rooms, a boxing ring, squash and out how much interest there is for a eommunity centre and 
raquet hall, handball and others and would be"a place where are waiting for the results of the survey. 
B.C. Summer Games will have 
Equestrian sporting events 
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ROMP Barrett sees B.C.R.R.  
Kildala neighbourhood 
was plagued with wilful 
damage over the weekend. 
Four incidents were 
reported at various 
locations, three of •them 
have been cleared-up with 
the apprehension of three 
juveniles. 
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month trek across the polar 
lee cap from Greenland to 
Alaska in 1975• He has scaled 
the highest peaks on five 
continents-Everest in Asia, 
severe conditions await you 
ROMP murder hearing set 
SASKATOON (CP)  - -  A 
preliminary hearing was set 
for June 19 for Daryl Lake 
Crook, 18, one  of" two 
Saskatoon teenager~ 
charged with the murder of 
an RCMP constable, when be 
appeared in court Monday. 
The other accused, 
Gregory Michael Fischer, 
19, was remanded until today 
when his hearing date will he 
set .  
A third suspect, Crook's 
brother Frank, 23, is to 
appear in court Thursday 
charged as an accessory 
after murder. He was 
released, on ball Friday. 
Constable Thomas tlrlan 
King was shot to death early 
last Tuesday while patrolling 
alone in the northern part of 
the city. His body was 
dumped in the South 
Saskatchewan River. 
The suspects were 
escorted into court 
separately by plainclothes 
city police. The courtroom in 
the Municipal Justice 
Building was filled with 
spectators who lined the 
aisles and flowed out the 
determine if a Court of 
Queen's Bench judge and 
Jury trial is warranted. 
Fischer. was remanded 
after defence lawyer Barry 
Singer, acting as agent for 
Prince Albert lawyer Clyue 
Harradence, requested an 
courtroom door. adjournment. 
No pleas have been en- Judge R. H. King ordered ,o.oa ,., ,he ~h . . . .  me o 
Creek to he remanded m cus- - ,' ,,.a., o, ,I.,, v.,.~= s~h,,, on a murder charge must be 
~_...',~..*'.'~ ,. .:~'~: ~ :  : beard by a Court of Queen's 
preliminary hearing unless ~ . . . .  "~"." ~-" . 
his release is ordered by a ~ne| [v  In .... 
higher court, i~a  i '~ I~ 
- • '  " r Dav id  . . . i *  ==vnv uroo~ s lawye . . . . . . . .  Four men •have been 
Newsnam sma oumme me charged with possessio-o t
court he did not know if or narcotic for the pur~ o'f' 
when he would make an traffickcng in connectiox 
application for his client's with the seizure of 11 pound • 
release, ofzThdi weed sticks during 
When Crook reappears in the weekend. ' 
court in June, Judge Mary Police said valoo of the 
Carter is to hear evidence highgrade marijuana is 
surrounding the charge and estimated at $100,000.' 
home to mope. 
in traversing Greenland She celebrated instead 
from north to south. Pull in' with more than 200 guests 
your rein and show your and a cake decorated just for 
nerve." the occasion• Iq t-hues The divorce party, held in a community hall rented for 
$135, was a brlng-your-own- delay-de •hotile affatrwith disco masie for dancing. Single men 
among the. crowd identified 
, themselves with garter.like 
The inquest into the death 
last month of Trevor 
Franz has been pestpened 
from May 2nd., to May 16. It  
will be held at the Govern- 
ment Building, starting at May 
7:30. Coroner James Lynch proclaimedFamily Month' 
will ~ presiding• " by the provinclal cabinetand 
the message "KEEP 
CARING" ha~s been adopted 
$ Payoff Family for the coming 
, . . months. 
VANCOUVER iCP) -  A One hundred fifty-six 
spokesman for a Reno, Nev. communities have indicated 
interest in participating in 
casino said Saturday that their locality in community- 
Katharina H. Ward, 73, of based Family Month 
West Vancouver, .has won 
$183,512 on a slot machine, projects. Municipal councils have 
Terry Smith, public issued proclamations 
relations director fer recreation leaders have 
Harold's, said in a telephone included special family 
interview from Reno that eventsandcivierecreational 
Mrs. Ward won Saturday on facilities are granting 
a $1 slot machine after in- special family rates in May. 
vesting $12. Smith said dub All Chambers of Commerce 
officials claim it is the 
largest Jackpot ever paid for 
$1 and the second largest 
ever paid by a slot machine. 
her maiden name since the 
divorce, said her ex- 
husband, Whom she married 
in 1975, would have been 
welcomed llnd he decided to 
show up.. 
"It wasn't anasty split-up, 
so that's why I don't think 
this party is a mockery on 
marriage of anything like 
that," she said. "As a matter 
of fact, the reason I got the 
divorce is so that he could 
get married again. 
armbands, while single 
women wore carnations in Healy used grappling hooks, vironmentalist group that 
ropes and a mountain cosiders the Japanese and May is family month  climber,s he l t19th  floor, to reach the enemiesRussian offleetsthe whale,the worst 
1~8 ha~ been and Jaycees organizations I 
have been invited to sponsor 
or support heir own family 
month events or assist others 
in their plans. 
Some of the events planned 
in various communities are a 
Family Fun Day with a 
picnic and games fashioned 
after the old-style country 
picnic, special family• 
oriented athletic events, 
hand-made poster cam- 
paigns, special church 
services, family-orientec 
movies planned for the local 
cinemas and special library 
displays. Separate clubs and 
service groups are holding 
their own family events in 
May• 
CHICAGO (Renter) - A Healy, 25, then climbed 
man scaled the lower hack down and on the way 
reaches of the world's tallest hung a whitebanner between 
building, the 110.storey the sixth and eighth floors 
Sears Tower, to hang a inscribed with red letters in 
banner today protesting Russian and Japanese that 
against the killing of whales, translated as "Don't kill the 
whales•" 
Battling stiff winds and The banner also depicted a 
early morning cold, whale and carried the word 
freelance photographer Joe Greenpeace, the en- 
Mrs. Ward said she plans Centennial year, The Rich- historical personalities. 
to use the money to buy her mend Writer's Workshop is One award of $250.00 is 
son a new car and to bring • sponsoring a playwritin~ being offered and the three 
relatives from Sweden for a contest which is open to ar top plays will be chosen by 
visit. .B.C. residents, professional djudicators for 
' .  Smith said a $1 slot Theplaysheuldprovidean public readings. 
machine paid $113,232 at evening's entertainmenl 
Harold's in January 1976. (approximately two hours), For further information 
. but shorter lengths will be and rules, send a stamped, 
considered, and it must have self•addressed envelope to: Last ohanee theme -PatD ishor ,  10791Southridge 
preferably about Richmond Road, Richmond, B,C, 
Vote date ohange 
CASAW local 1 has changed the. dates of 
the referendum vote on the proposed 
merger between the local union and 
CAIMAW. Voting for the executive of the 
union took place as planned yesterday and 
today (Friday). 
The new dates for voting on the merger 
are May 4 and 5. 
The move was due to opposition from 
union members which stated that the 
merger vote interfered with the executive 
vote. 
Information and discussion matters of the 
merger now have more time to be presented 
to the membership.. 
I .  
*'* PlalwrJting contest 44 YCW .1 obs 
As 1979 is Richmouds or one of its colorful or 
Fulton says NDP 
would keep mine open 
for Hazelton 
Seven community projects have been announced for' the 
community of Hazelton, under the Young Canada Works 
Program by Iona Campagnolo, MP for Skeena. 
The announcement was made in Ottawa, Tuesday. 
The projects represent a committment of $63,528 in federal 
funds and is part of a total of 73 projects funded in Skoena 
under the Spring 1978 pahse of Young Canada Works~ 
The seven Hazelton projects will create 44 new jobs this 
Spring. 
They will be as follows: 
Kitwancool (Gitanyow) History Project --  4 jobs for an 
expenditure of $6,096. • 
Native Youth Group Community-- this will create 8jobs at 
acost of $12,696. 
The South Bazelton Adventure Playground and grounds 
'Beautification Project - -  this will mean 5 jobs at a cost* of 
$4,716. 
Fo~ those who missed 
a Players' winning per- 
formance "Good News," the 
three plays WIll be per- 
formed Tuesday May 9 at 
the R.E.M. L~ Theatre at 
7:30 p.m. 
Tickets will be on sale at 
the door at $2 for adults and 
In a letter published in the Fulton then promised to: 
Stewart SENTINEL, April 
' 21, Skeena NDP candidate "...struggle to see that 
, .Winner of the Carrier-of-the-Month aware at me vary. n%r,um  ~,,u, =c= .......... 
13, of ~l~ornhill, Charles attends Thornhill Elementary senoon m graae seven. 
,.Circulation de artment explains that he award is given to the carrier who rounds- 
up the most eu~sPcrlbers in one month and ls~the best paper.person. Charles did Just 
that in the month of April, 
$1 for students. 
Proceeds from this special 
performance will go towards 
• the cost involved 
representing Terrace at the 
Provincial Drama Festival 
in Powell River. 
Jim Fulton says if elected, 
"An NDP government would 
keep Granduc (mine) open 
unt i l  either: (a) world ore 
prices rose to an acceptable 
level, or (b) until an 
adequatesecondary industry ' 
was in place and operating," 
proper esearch is provided Community and Cultural Development Project -- 8 jobs 
and an appropriate will come into being from this undertaking for an expense of 
development that will give :Ii ! !128~! 
long-term jobs and security ox Young Canada'Works -,- 10 jobs here, for a sum of 
to this (Stewart) ares." 
Fulton did not suggest, ,'Ki~anga Summer '78 -- 5 jobs for $6,810. 
however, what that secnn- Improvement to K'San Dancers Touring Show-- 4 jobs for 
dary development might be. an outlay of $9,798. 
q 
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Job 
Opportunities 
Person's wishing to apply 
for any of the  Job Op- 
pottmltles listed for the 
Terrace District on this 
page should contact the 
Canada Employment 
Centre at 4630 Lazelle 
Avenue or telephone 635- 
7134. 
INSTRUCTORS, open, 
$5.60-$6.40 per hour~ 
Hours will vary depen- 
ding on type of course any 
person able to com- 
municate a skill, trade or 
interest to a group of 
adult students. 
REGISTERED 
NURSE, 1 vacancy. $6.00 
per hour depending en 
experience. Performing 
office nursing services. 
NIGHT AUDITOR, 1 
ning, $5.13 per hour. 
t be able to  handle 
full audit duties. Must be 
able to control security of 
the hotel.  
BABYSITTERS- 
URGENT, open, 1) In 
employers home- 
Thornhill area must have 
own transportation. 1 
child. Alternate weeks - 
must be non-smoker. 
$7.00 per day. 
2) In employers home- 
two references required- 
in Terrace, 2 chi ldren- 
shift work-full time $9.00 
~o r day. 3) In employers 
me-two references 
required-Terrace area. 
Must have own tran-, 
sportat ion-1 chi ld- l ]  
months old, hours are 
7:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. 
General babysitt ing, 
$7.00 per day. 
(4) Will take to your home, 
must have two letters of 
refer,nee, in Terrace area, 1 
child 9 months old, wages 
are $7.00 per day. 
5) In em- 
~Oyers home-live in-two 
tters o f  reference are 
required. Gossin Creek 
area-shift work-some 
housew.ork-ful l  t ime 
$200.00 per month plus 
room and board. 6) In 
employers home-two 
references required-in 
Thornhill area must have 
own transportati0n-3 
children~some ~ 
housework- fu l l  : t ime 
evening hours. $10.00 per 
day negotiable. 7) In 
employers home-two 
references required-in 
Terrace area. Babysit- 
ting duties-evenings only- 
1 ehild~ 1~/~ mon(hs old. 
$5.00 per day. 
(COMB) WELDER, I 
vacancy, $10.01 ½ per hour, 
Terrace, To do welding 
repair, work on heavy duty 
equipment, no tieket 
necessary, but minimal 3 
years experience is 
required. 
CREDIT OFFICER 
TRAINEE, 1 vacancy, Salry 
"Negotiable", Terrace 
Minimal grade 12 is 
necessary, financial back 
ground an asset, excellent 
opportunities for career 
minded person. 
RECREATION ASSISTANT 
TRAINEE, 1 vacancy, $4,90 
per hour D.O,E., Terrace, 
Must have background in 
leadership and recreation 
andmtmt be or plan to be 
involved in recreation, 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, 1 
vacancy, $12,000 per eunum, 
Terrace, Must possess ad- 
ministrative abilities and be 
able to coordinate work of 
other employees and com- 
Hours,are not  
to. reason why 
COOK, I vacancy, 
$1,000.00 to $1,200.00 by Vic ,Jolliffe 
depending on experience. 
Will be required to The Finance and General 
manage kitchen and staff Government .Committee of 
and tofunction as head Council chaired by Alder- 
cook --  should be fully man ~elmut Giesbrecht, 
experienced in food members Cooper and 
costing and menu Bout,r, have brought in a 
planning recommendation, which bas 
been adopted by Council, to 
abolish the Municipal Shop 
Closing Bylaw. 
The Chamber .of Cor~. 
merce types have been  
rattling their sabres - and it 
appears that this action of 
Council will be very much in 
the news in the coming 
weeks, perhaps we should 
review what's behind it all. 
If you lived in Terrace in 
1956, it was a sleepy little 
village with not too many 
stores. ,We had one drug 
store run by pioneer Ben 
Dodds; a men's c~othing 
store owned and operated by 
Gerry Duffus; a Dime to a 
Dollar store (now the 
Winter,and store building) 
owned by Gerry Duifus, and 
a furniture store in the 
building that is now Totem 
T.V., owned by George 
McAdam. There were no 
large grocery stores. Fred 
Smith operated a grocery 
store in what is now Bed's 
Billiard Hall, and the Coop., 
had two old army buildings 
joined together to create a 
general merchandising and 
grocery store. There were 
other small stores, as well as 
one dentist, Ken Mac- 
Pherson, and two doctors. 
vocational academic 
institution There was a Retail Mer- 
I~FE-~SO-RANCEAGENT~ chants Association, and 
SHOE REPAIRMAN, I 
opening. $800.00 per 
month. Must be able to 
operate all standard 
equipment and machines 
involved with the trade. 
COOK, 1 vacancy, 
$800.00 per month. Must 
have experience in 
oriental food preparation. 
ELI~.CTRICIAN 1 
opening. I.W.A. Rate. 
Must be eertified one 
year sawmill expereince. 
HEAD TECHNOLOGIST 
1 opening. $1,286.00 a 
month D.O.E. Must be 
able to supervise lab 
staff, machine main- 
tenance program and 
advise duty roster. 
'SAWFITTER 1 opening. 
~.60 hr Uncertified. $9.80 
hr Certified. Must have 
minimum one  years 
experience -.arbide and 
land. 
LIBRARIAN 1 opening. 
$1,800.00-$2.300.00 per 
annum. Suitable 
]~rofessional experienee- 
.L.S. or M.L.S. degree 
with two years related 
experience preferrable in 
I vacancy, ~;a6o a month, 
Terrace, Must be 
able to operate all standard 
equipment and machines 
involved in the trade. 
REGISTERED NURSES, 2 
vacancies, $7.90 per hour, 
Terrace, Must be R.N. - Shift 
work. 
HAIRDRESSER, I vacancy, 
Commission, Terrace, 
Licensed experienced ap- 
plicants only. 
STENOGRAPHER, 1 
vacancy, $425.96 bi.weekly, 
Terrace, Dictaph~me typist 
6O W.P.M. 
ACCOUNTANT HOTEL 
MANAGER, 1 
,000 per year, 
do trial 
ntrol, profit 
take over 
f hotel as 
have two 
~(~.. experience managing 
SENIORAR- 
CHITECTURAL DRAFT- 
SMAN, 1 vacancy, $1800- 
$1500 a month, D.O.E. 
Terrace, Assisting in 
producing architectural 
working drawings, assisting 
in specifications wrltin8 
general office work. 
VOCATIONAL IN. 
STRUCTORS, Open, 
(1) Marine Engine 
mechanic, • to instruct a 
~ ogram of all componants both 3 cycle and 4 cycle 
gasoline marine engines and 
related propulsion eom- 
ponanla. Wage Is $t.S0e.~O to 
~,239, a month, depending 
on experience. 
(2) Heavy duty mechanics to
instruct pre-apprestice or 
appre 
ttee students in all phasns of 
their training including beth 
theory and practical. Wage 
is $1,~6 to ~2,259 a mouth. 
(3) Air brakes instructor; the 
successful applicant will 
have the following 
~all/Icatlons; (a) Drivers 
lice~ce- B.C. Valid (b) Valid 
everyone seemed to be able 
to get along well end decide 
which days the stores would 
open and dose. If you were 
downtown before ten.thirty 
in the morning, you'd be 
unlikely to find anybody 
open- end a death in the 
family of one of the town's 
old tim~s meant hat all the 
stores were closed down for 
the afternoon of the ~uneral. 
It was not unusual to see a 
sign on a store door saying 
that the owner had gone 
fmhing or to play golf. 
The store owner didn't 
munlties and must possess B.C.Airbrakecertificate(c) 
thorough under standing of driving experience in an air 
- native affairs, brake equipped vehlde. 
(4) Marine engine mechanic, 
to instruct a program of all 
1913 - -  Pravda, the componants of both 9 cycle 
Soviet newspaper, was and 4 cycle gasoline marine 
first publisSed in engines and related corn- 
Moscow. ponanta. 
V- - - - - ' l  SLUMBER LODGE 
WEEKEND SPEOIAL! 
at the 
SLUMBER LOD6E MOTOR INN 
' Prince Rupert 
(909 3rd Ave. W.) 
have to worry about his 
• customers, after all, his was 
the only Store of its kind in" 
town. His customers had two 
choice, wait till the owner 
opened up again, or go to the 
mail order office and wait 
three weeks for bis mer- 
chandise. 
Such is not the case today. 
The public's attitude 
towards the merchant and 
business people in general, 
has changed. Profit has 
become adirty word - and if 
Travelling to Prince Rupert for the Weekend? 
We have a "DEAL" for you l 
Two nights for the price of One. 
Reserve your well appointed 
• 2 bedded (1 queen, 1 double) 
room for Friday and Saturday for ~he 
regular one day rate. 
Two people $30.00 plus tax 
Three S3£00 plus tax 
Four $39,00 plus tax 
Dining room and lounge 
Cable. colour TV 
Close to shopping 
For free reservation call any Slumber Lodge or 
Terrace. 635.6302 or Prince Rupert- 627.1711 
Rease cllp ad and present at registration, offer expfr~ N~y 15, lW6, 
you turned up at a store 
today to find a sign on it 
"gone fishing" or "golfing", 
the potential customer is 
more likely to consider this 
to be a sign that the mer- 
chant is doing so well, and 
pricing his goods so high, 
that excessive profits are the - 
rceso~ for the s~re bring 
elczed on a normal worgmg 
day', and that the owner 
doesn't need his business. 
Besides which, today's 
customer has other com- 
petitive stores to go to. 
• That applied to the small 
independent owner-operator. 
Under such conditions our 
present Shop Closing Bylaw 
was conceived, and 
respected by all. 
We now have in our 
community the big multi- 
national food stores and 
volume merchandisers such 
as Wcolworths. These stores 
are run by very effident " 
managers, who are 
responsible to bead office in 
one of the big cities; each 
one knows exactly what its 
competition is charging and 
where the pressure points 
are, and they all face strong 
competition from one 
another. 
So much for the history. 
Now to the present. 
In November of last year, 
some of the merchants 
decided to stay open later 
and put on a Midnight 
Madness sale. This would 
contravene the Shop Closing 
Bylaw. 
They went into a heavy 
advertising campaign on the 
radio and in the newspapers, 
urging the public to turn out 
and shop late. 
A dispute developed 
between the merchants hat 
were putting on the sale and 
those merchants hat wanted . 
the Store Closing Bylaw 
upheld. Those that did not 
want the Bylaw" broken 
turned in complaints to the 
menidpel administration, 
and then Municipal Council 
received a delegation from 
the other opposing faction of 
merchants asking that 
Council allow them to.brea~ 
the law just this once; and 
alleging that it was all the 
fault of the salesman from 
the radio station who had 
sold them the advertising 
~o ekage for; four/:thousanfi liars,, and aUe~edly ,t01d~' 
them that it was quite lawful 
to have a midnight sale. 
Faced with this, Municipal 
Council instructed Ad- 
ministration to enforce the 
law. An injunction Was 
obtained from a judge or- 
dering the stores not to open -
but, before the administrator 
had the R.C.M.P. serve the 
injunction, he carried out a 
Search for 
missing plmne 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- A 
search was centred around 
Bells Cook, B.C., today for a 
missing aircraft from the 
United States after a man at 
Langley, B.C., reported he 
picked up a crash indicator 
signal on his radio. 
A Search and Rescue 
spokesman said Saturday 
the Cessna 185 with three 
men on board was last 
k~l oOrtod at Bells Co,l,, 500 
metres northwest of 
Vancouver, on March 24. 
The plane was due to have 
checked in at Nanaimo, B.C., 
by 6p.m. t~e next day on its 
way south. It failed to do so. 
The missing persona from" 
the • Seattle area were 
identified as David Tagas, 
Rick Palender and R. 
Wescott. Thoy are believed 
to have been on a fishing trip 
at Bella Coula. 
  OOlXt40 Co 
telephone peas of the 
members of Council- the 
results of which were: two 
aldermen said, serve the 
injunction, stores wouldn't 
open, no need for 
prosecution; three aldermen 
said, don't serve the in- 
junction, but prosecute the 
stores if they open; one 
alderman said, don't serve 
the injunction, don't 
prosecute the stores, but 
send them all a nasty letter. 
The Mayor was out of 
town. Majority rules. The 
injundlon was not sorved, 
and the prosecutor at the 
court registry was asked to 
prosecute the offending 
stores. The courts are 
having their own problems 
keeping a prosecutor, and 
work just is not getting, done 
in the court system. 
Council, meanwhile, is 
questioning why should it get 
involved in a fight like this. 
If the merchants can't agree 
amongst themselves over a 
bylaw which essentially only 
protects the storekeepers -, 
the general public would 
welcome wide-opm hours - 
then why not do'away with 
the bylaw. 
The new stores t)cing built 
by Abacus, or Cloverlawn as 
it used'to he called, have 
agreed to come in under the 
present bylaw - but have 
informed Council that they 
intend forming a tenant- 
merchant group to'request 
unrestricted store hours. 
Man rescued 
from wreck 
A Vancouver )ep) -- A 99 when they saw the sports condition i the bum ward. 
car overturned ina ditch and husband and wife doctor 
team Saturday rescued a 24- 
year-old man pinned beneath 
a burning sports car near 
"Whistler Mountain nor- 
thwast of here. 
Dr. Robert Baird and his 
wife, Dr. Patrida Baird, 
beth of Vancouver, were 
about two kilometres past 
"Shortly after we got 
there, the car was totally in 
in flames, flames," said Baird. "I saw 
5quamish RCMP said the one of them who was.out of 
two men in the vchide were' the car, the other was pinned 
Gerth Dickinson, 25, and under the car," 
Robert Krans, 24, beth of The two doctors helped 
Vancouver. Both were in Vancouver Dickinson pull Kraus out 
General Hospital today, from under the car. Both the 
Krsus in poor condition and car and Kraus' clothing were 
Dickinson in satisfactory burning at the time. 
the Gondola Hit on Highway 
Kildala , / 1 
Elementary School 1 
'WISHES TO THANK 1 
THE STUDENTS 
THE PARENTS 
I ! 
Kitimat Builders Supply Aloan Aluminum Co. 
Atom Motors 
Canadian Liquid Air 
C.K.T.K. Radio 
City Uentre Hardware 
Coastal Bus Lines 
Daiqland 
Kitimat Sight andSound 
Majestic Jewellers 
New Quadra Travel 
Norcan©o Dist. Ltd. 
Northern Sentinel Press 
Overwaitea Ltd, 
I am sure that the mer- n. '~  
chants at the time of the ua,r I Queen 
Midnight Madness Snle ~i " Daval Aulomolivo vrr,a~O nnlv 
never dreamed that their . 
S.P.GJt. (Kitimat) 
Super Valu 
actions would result in 
smoothing the way for their 
I Disco Drugs Taste. Freeze ' 
Hoidi Born Terrace Herald 
doubt be ; 
',hamb of ,i ° in the Lb- Hudson's Bay Co.. "Unique Flowers 
of a Merchants ~ Kddala Red & White Store Wings Travel 
future competitors. 
We will 
hearing from the Cbe er 
Commerce who, in the ab- 
sence 
Association. speak for that 
segment of the business 
community. 
The question one could 
well ask is: Where was the 
Chamber of Commerce when 
Council was getting all the 
flask over the Midnight 
Madness Sale? That was the 
time for action. 
Xerox Co, i i Kildala Gulf Service 
i , . s . ,o . , .  i 
i . T., . . . , ,  s - , -  - , ,  - - - , .  . , , .  , - ,  i 
'Meet the Sales', Staff . . . . .  " " 
Kt 
JIM MeEWAN 6M 
~! I~11 
LARRY SHERMAN GORDON HAMILTON LEO DE JONG RALPH TRELENBERG 
Sales Manager Sales Sales Sales 
1016 IMPALA 
2 Dr. H.T., Vinyl roof, White on white 
3150 oo 
J077 VOLARE 
3 Dr. H.T., Metfsllc Green, Under 10,000 
miles, 6 cyl auto, Very clean 
6160oo. 
1976 OH|V ½ Ton 
,a ,# , i  #0 SIIversdo '- A.C, Lots of goodies , 3S0 auto 
1976 MAVERIDI( 
2 Dr; CPE, 6 cyl. auto, Radio, Low mileage, 
Clean 
3960 oo 
1977 MEROURY 
MARQUIS BROUGHAN 
4 Dr. H.T., "Loaded", "immaculate" 
I I 696000 
I 
I 
6660" L 
1977 OHEVROLET. 
SUBURBAN 4x4 
Auto, 400, SIIverado, A.Cr Cruise, Tilt, Steel 
slake wheels, Boots, Roof rack, "loaded", 
Must be seen 
Jim M cEwan 
, Telephone 63§.4HI 
Dealer Lioenoe Humber i493A ' Terraoo, B.O. 
i .  
, , J  .., ! 
Postmaster 
accused of lying 
to public 
OTTAWA (CP) --  Po~t- sorters:, and puatol clerks, 
master-General Gilles has been without a cont~et 
Lamonto~ne Is deliberately 
provoking the Canadian 
Union of Postal Workers 
(CUPW) by "repeatedly 
ly~ to the public about he 
union," CUPW president 
Jean-Claude Parrot said 
today. 
In a strou8 statement to 
the three-member con- 
ciliatioo board 1oo1~ into 
the complicated postal 
dispute, Parrot took issue 
with Lamoutaane's 
statement in Vancouver last 
Taursday that the unten Is 
r~asing to cooperate with 
the conciliation board. 
Parrot said the post- 
msatari[eneral "can con- 
llnne to play politics if be 
llkss, but the members oftbe 
union's negotlating com- 
mittoe are going to continue, 
since fast June 50. 
The conciliation board 
opened ~ into the 
dispute April 10, the same 
day the federal government 
introduced a bill to haft a 
~ stal strike during a federal action campaign. ' 
Concil iation board 
chairman Louis Cour- 
temancbe said today it would 
be "not be suitable for us to 
make a comment on the 
deeds or suggestions of 
parties outside this con- 
elliatton room." 
Parrot said last Wed- 
nesday the union and 
Kovernment negotiators 
agreed to an indefinite an- 
tension of the conclliniloa 
board's work so it can deal 
thoroughly with all Issue. 
T 
1he dusty, rutted unpaved stretch of Kelth Avenue may get paved in the near future if 
funding for the project can be,secured. Terrace council has already been approached by 
four businesses requesting c.ompletinn of pavement on the street which will cost an 
estimated $300,000. Couudl is investigating the possibility of the project being funded 
under a local imwoveme~t scheme,_ . . . . . . . . . . . .  . ...................... ..-..........-. 
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Finding jobs 
main .issue 
TORONTO (CP)" - - '  security, that you can find 
Progressive Conservative 
Leader Joe Clark says fin- 
ding Jobs for the more than 
one million unemployed is 
the main issue in Canada 
today. 
Attending the colorful 
Santo Crkto festivities in 
Toronto's large Portuguese 
community, Clark said in an 
interview he was interested 
in" starting ~overnment 
constructien projects to put 
workers back on the Job. 
A denlin~ in construction 
has resulted in a 28-pea-cent 
unemployment rate among 
Toronto's 31,150 construction 
workers. 
Clark told those at the 
festivities that many 
newcomers come to Canada 
for the security which was 
lacking at home and. is now 
missing in Canada because 
• o~ the high unemployment. 
"What those who work in 
Parliament ran do is make 
And keep those values that 
you came to Canada to find," 
he said. 
Clark, who spent n/ore 
than an hour shaking hands 
with hundreds of Por- 
tugaese, told reporters that 
the Conservatives should 
make gains in Toronto's 
ethnic ommunities because 
of the lack of ooofidence in 
the Liberal government 
reonlflng from high unem- 
ployment. 
The Santo. CHsto 
festivities, a three-day 
religious and community 
evmt, attracted 50,000 Pot'- 
tuques•' from Canada and 
the United States. 
Before making his speech, 
Clark and his wife, Manreen, 
made a short tour of a 
Roman Catholic church. 
,About 500 parlahioaess were 
waiting in the church for a 
statue of Christ to be 
removed, signalling the be- 
ginning of the parade Key issues In the lengthy ::::: . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . :..a..z.~.m... ~mqr~~:~;:~::::~::~:.¢~::::.~:~:~:~::::::::~:::.~::~::;:~:~:~:~÷:~:~:~:÷:~:~:~z~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:':~ in the best interests of the dispute are a union demana :~:':~:~:':"":~"~'~""~%"'%"~'~"~"""~""°:'~ ................ ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  sure that you can find -the 
for the right o veto Wopeseu jobs, that you can find the festival. 
" "P  far  T [ What [ _,..v._,.:..0 ,l:ato era  go  n ine  a er  niilatinn beard." members eno an ena m me 
,.,., .. o, .,.,, bl k de .  , reprsaenis ~3,0o0 mail lahor In the neat omce. ek! g a . we  on  oc  a / d i f fe remea / 
Journahsts want / apricemal . 
in mation law : , -  didn't want to go ahead mated. 50 to 400. f.a.nnersat msru uone b rate far- ,gain oho~ly after 9 a.m. p y po (without an escort) and end one point asr~ m the week. 
, ' mere demanding a national EDT.to ask for a d e~_.~ou. ' dent" The oup staged a human 
MONTREAL (CP) -- .A, violent street demon- marketing, agency enaed The .tarme~_.l~,d ~ %ewi~¢~ a~ e were 85 b l~de Sa_tor_dny mozl~. _ - , 
Quebec Journa l i s ts  stratious. ~ elU~..p~ceor nan snout ~ events tueuy m w~ou~ ,,, today w q th milled police officer8 on standby in after a m'm KUM~" warnl~_ 
assoelatioucalledunfederal demonstraterswno ~_ar me remaining farme~.decided four or five as ey 35wereffom that ment would .be 
net to put the btocude up anoutfor ~verul hours ern New Brunswick impoune~ule~, if used asam. ~ld provincial g over~..nta coverage may us_. ~ th~ . the arsa.About
Sunday to puss lq~auou prosecute one ~row or. again. After th©y gave l~n their south ts He" said the Equlpmout was not used 
~uarantoe~ reporters the dher in court. "Let's go home," one man ~nis.l~ Van Gall ask~ for datochmen . threats to durin~ the weekend to block 
right to withheld most ypes Henry Gini~er, Montreal told Wont Van Gall, Nationas a na~-aoz~, volun_t~, to ~o RCMP made no • road. ' n co- Fredettctou oti Tuesday to the f arme~.., but ha..said be th of toformatlou from police correspondent for New. York Farmers Unio to a nave - 
and the courts. Times, said the press m con- ordioator, when Van Gall give away free potatoes ..and inuq~ .t~y_w,o~., would Enjdand (CP) - -  The 
The Quebec Federation of etontly pre~ured du~..  a asked them what they .poe out leaflets promote_, saonmon ma, r :end  the  s ta~u.e of. Ro.bln. He,x:1 | See for at | 
prefsasional Jouroslisu , ,ous  uri~la to take -ms. wanted to do. " . tlne~ cause in the px~0Mnelal lmve take. n action drawin~ los I~O.W m , ,  ~ ~ .~v~!! ;  E 14 ~!CrSe:~:CnS.c a~0~.t. A I 
urged authorlties to pass G in i~ said that before "AliGns chez-nous,' capital. ~.o~_~:, ,~. . . . . . .  about city of NoUin~nam wm 
replied another farm..er ~om ROMP C__ _ utside have to remain legislation that would th'e electoral sweep of the ' ALLED n~ ainu ,u~, . . . .  without :3~6~7~Yo : 
prevent the courts from Partt Quebecois in this northwestern New Tne RuMP wero:_call~ 40 police ears parked °~ran d an arrow because .so I HONDJ~ " TestdriveaHondatoday | 
rorcin~repm~ers...topmvlde Novem.bF; 1976, he wu Brunswick area. . . .  . .today ~ ~Ip. the f_m~,_e~s ~:lla.dotacinnent i  . mmyhavebeenstomnnY 
~mtimouy based on lnfor- approacueo uy a group m VanGa.llusedE.ngu~.anu e~ear, the.m~waY m~m~m 2 ~insk Zinok said the far- " souvenir hunters. ~ 
matiou ~athered during the anglophones wh.o...aekec his rem~s were..ura.mua.~on eqm.pmm.t Wmmo~_U~,  _m.~. been most co- 
into French earner m ..me immeu along s~ ax~ ~.~ - , -0  had • r- ' com~eofwofemd0naldstiss, anout,the, posalnuny o: in the blockade operative, add~ h PU 
Del~atce at an a.nnnal navl.n~ me ..newspape{ da when he askea me used earlier • • . 
meeti~ in Montreal ms~ punmm an .anu.separn.nat fa|Yrmers to remain calm and It had been estimat~l, up to tieularly ap.pr~iated fac~ • ~ 1  
weekend were presented a editorial m me n.ojpe,ot m. tient end to make up tbeir 300 tractors, trocas ariel mere p rommms .a.uv_~_~ . I |b~ t 
puow~ minds what hey want o farmin~imi~lementawerem nouce m any new mocr, au~ 
federation briofw,chmdd flcoumene.dn~maeenuousou~" do. , hand.  'todny'Sn°wfollberetoda.Y ' ' "  .~%7j~,~ 
that although Justice may be. 
j~  efficient without the 
~.0reed cc~operation of 
~r ten ,  it is "the'price 
society has to pay." 
• The brief said crime wm 
net be eliminated by fercin~ 
reporters totestify and noted 
society would be better off to 
~e~5o the sbert-term 
is of punisl~in~ a ~llty 
in order to ensure a 
]X~e'and inform~ citizenry. 
One association 
representative said the 
Wotnetive le~atiou would 
also provide greater 
physical security for 
repm~ and ~mermm:  
He .said re~oners aug 
cameraman oltan rtm the 
risk d be~ attacked durin~ 
Money for 
• U . • ; 
CANUCK 
Brothers 
e A CANADIAN COMPANY 
T, RUC.K 
RENTAL 
." - J - - I  • U¥1 
WINNING 
Here ore the numbers drawn in the. April 30th draw 
of the Provincial Lotte~/. Check the numbers be low-  
You may be a winner. To claim your prize, follow the 
instructions on the reverse of your ticket, 
If you're not a winner In lhis draw, 
KEEP YOURTICKET 
Keep your April/May draw ticket, 
it's also eligible for the May 28th draw. 
=o ,o.. ., .=  ,=, - $1  MILL ION 
A dny-lou~ natioml publicity 
Crew Cabs, . , o , , . , .  0 . , . , . . , , o .  % Tons, 
'rotted in St. John's today 
with announcement of plans 
,~ a ~o~.-"- -~ to I1 13141s l91311]  
Tons,. Suburbans, 
Jimmies, C:,,3nventional 
and 4x4's. 
Forrental information 
oontaot Terraoe Agent: 
J,im M.cEwan 
$ oo,ooo 
WINNING NUMBERS 
Iol lslslolsl 
, [5131411 l ' l l 3 tz [  
If the last six, five, four or three digits on your ticket are 
identical to and in the same order as those winning 
numbers above, your ticket is eligible to win the cor- 
responding prize. 
i last 6 digits win $40,000 
last 5 digits win $1,000 "J 
last 4 digits win $250 J 
last 3 digits win $50 '] 
NOTE'. Fifty dollar winners (S50.) may claim their winnings by presenting their 
ticket o any branch ot Conadian Imperial Bank of Commerce only in British 
Columbia. A1beda. Saskatchewan. Manitoba nd the Yukon. 
In the event of discrepancy between the above llst and tt,e offlclal winning 
numt'~rs llst, the latter shaft prevoit. 
TICKETS FOR: 
ON SALE NOWl 
Western Canada Lottery Foundation 
money. 
'Michael Gee, national 
director for what  the 
organization has dubbed 
"the big run" for little 
brothers," said at a news 
eeMe~uce that runners will 
leave St. JOhn's and Vie- 
tm~, B.C., MayaV. The run 
is to end in Ottawa on 
Fath~'s Day, Junel8. 
Gee, catherine sw~. er of 
Toronto, Mm Cane~a zor 
197S, Jean Belivsau, a for- 
mer National Hockey 
League M~, ad  AI.Waxm~. n . 
d ~ CIIC s ~evmon smse 
Kt~ a ~emisSt~ were 
umv~UuS m a ~pa_s~uger 
abcutive Jet loaned by a 
privato firm. 
Gee mid news eonfermces 
are scheduled to be bald 
~ counu7 ._~day 
publicize the run. ,e  sam 
m~vho~  Me p~...~ 
run by realatering w~m mu 
local B~ Brothers office .and 
obtaining terms for 
collecting pledgee. 
batons the I0,000 l~omeu~s 
through '450 to 500 eem- 
munlties. 
Individual spousom will be 
able to plediP a~. amount 
for each. kilometre com.-. 
pletod by a runner. LOse_ 8a_.lci 
no flnen~d targa~ nD 
Nt. 
aim is to use the 
mou~ to ru~ ~o~ ~s  
the estimates qw,vv~/ 
wbo lack the compamonentp 
ef an addt role. 
Telephone 636-4941 ~ 
Dealer Lie•nee Humber 1492A Terraoe, B.g. 
. , . .  
m. 
T " .4  
i / 
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PAGE 4, THE HERALD, 
EDITORIAL 
The term "Al'ghalaistanism" is a pretty 
"fancy word. It has been used for years among 
newspaper ditors and journalists to describe a
certain habit that editors used to have when 
trying to think up an editorial on dull days when 
the wells of inspiration were low, if not dry- and 
there was little of special interest in the news to 
take a. standupon. 
At times like those, editors would be tempted 
to write upon obscure topics and subjects which 
were not particularly relevant issues. The price 
of Beer in Baluchistan. The decline in the 
number of ravens in the Tower of London. The 
social significance offemale circumsicion i the 
tribal rites of Upper (or Lower) Volta. The 
decline in the popularity of hopscotch with the 
paving of school playgrounds. Stuff like that. 
'Now (Oneis almost tempted toexclaim 'Lo! and 
Behold!') Afghanistan, that very remote fierce, 
tribal country of approximately 20 million' 
people, off the northwest .frontier of Pakistan, in 
the mountains beyond the Kbyber Pass, is sud- 
denly front page news. 
Apart from the tragedy and senseless murder 
and suffering accom~nying allwars- no matter 
Tuesday, N~y 2, 197.8 
How important is Afghanistan to Western IVorld? 
how small,- for all warfare and killing is similar ricers in the'photograph, all of whom had sei-ved capital, itself. There are no railways whatever, 
on the Afghan frontier, not many years after the in Afghanistan. The assassination of the madness- the appearance ofAfghanistan in the 
headlines will bring joy to the hearts and bring a 
new sense of importance into the lives of certain 
groups and individuals around the world. 
Among these will be the "pukka sahibs" (big- 
shots) who years ago served in His Majesty's 
forces along the NorthWest Frontier of India (as 
it was then.) Hundreds of officers- actually a 
tiny remnant of the original numbei" who served 
long ago retired on tiny service pensions in 
'Victoria and other garden sposts of B.C. Others, 
in suburban London -- at places like Surrey, or 
sunny Devon and Cornwall- as far afield as New. 
Zealand and even. Tasmania- will be rubbing 
their hands before their open .fires in their 
drawing rooms, exclaiming "Gad, Sir! 
Shocking! It's shocking, that's what!"And some 
will no doubt be brandishing their walking sticks 
as sabres' to demonstrate what they wonld do if 
they were only back in harness, forty and fifty 
years younger! 
I can remember a studio photograph of my.  
fathe r taken in Dehra Dun, India at a Masonic 
Lodge convention. Of the twenty or thirty of- 
photo was taken, only a scant wo or three were 
still alive. The rest were either killed by Afghan 
bullets or had died of the various fevers and 
attendant hazards of life in that dry, dusty, hilly, 
dangerous mountain border country. 
For more than a century Russia has coveted 
that strategic though wild land. Like a patient 
watchful bear she has been poised, waiting for 
some relaxation on the part of the Indian and 
Pakistani governments to strike. 
During the hundred or more years of British 
rule, the danger from Russia was always 
recognized, hence the guard along the Kh.vber 
pass was always kept at the alert-- not merely to 
prevent he mountain raiders of Afghanistan 
from carrying out their deadly border ids of 
pillage/rape and plunder - but to discourage the 
Russian Bear from its ever threatening coup. 
My father used to tell me the Afghans insisted 
the Russians kept railway rolling stock, with 
.steam up24 hours of the day, across the Russian- 
Afghan border, all set, at a moments,notice, to 
rush a roadbed in and lay rails to Kabul, the 
president of Afghanistan, 33 members of his 
family, and 500 top government officials, over 
the weekend, and the assumption f an obviously 
Communist new ~overnment may soon change 
that, however. 
Hearing the news of the fall of the fiercly proud 
independe t government of Afghanistan and the 
bloody ta~ nover by the new "People's Republic" 
obviously aided by Russia comes almost as a 
shock. It is akin to a Fire department that has 
guarded a factory for over a century, always on 
the alert for a fire. Then suddenly, one day, 
before their eyes, and without being called out to 
fight it- the factory is burned to the ground. 
Of what great significance is the overthrow of 
the government of Afghanistan? 
The event is of great historical and military 
significance. 
The fall of the government of Afghanistan 
could, one hundred years from now, be looked 
upon as being similar to the assassination f an 
obscure Archduke at Sarajevo- the event that 
historians today link as being the start of World 
War I. 
Joe Who? 1Y/hy, "Joe Opportunity" of course! 
Ottawa Offbeat 
by Rich.ard Jackson 
Ottawa,- Alvin Hamilton, veteran of seven 
electionsand 21years in the House of Commons, 
has the answer to that .favorite question with 
wich the Liberals love to but the Conservatives: 
"Joe Who?" 
Alvin's answer; "Joe Opportunity," 
Your .opportunity, he's preaching across the 
land, to give Joe Clark a chance after 10 
disastrous years for the Canadian economy and 
national unity under Pierre Trudeau. 
Alvin can make it sound very convincing. 
He's always been the party's "idea man," 
since he first came to the Commons in 1957 when 
his friend and mentor John Diefenbaker broke 22 
years of Liberal rule, and won power. 
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I was recently advised by officials of En- 
vironment Canada's Fisheries and M'arine 
Branch of prospects and regulations for the 1978 
Skeena Salmon Season. I hope the fishing in- 
dustry in our area will consider this information 
as the 1978 season begins. The regulations, as 
laid down by the Skeena River Management 
Committee, are tentative and are based on the 
probable abundance of runs, escapement 
requirements and the ability of the fishing fleet 
to exploit Skeena Salmon stocks. I would be 
pleased to supply a copy of those regulations to 
anyone who has not been advised on this matter: 
Sockeye abundance for 1978 has been for- 
mulated mainly on the basis of the four.year-old 
return in 1977, the rate of survival from smelt o 
adult and the average ratio of four and five-year- 
old's returning.from a brood year. Extreme 
variability in survival rates and age composition 
has .occurred in the past, and this forecast 
provides merely an objective basis for for- 
mutating fishing regulations at this time. As has 
been the case in the past years, appropriate 
changes in the fishing regulations may be 
required during the season, and these will be 
implemented onthe basis of the actual size of the 
return. 
The 1978 sockeye return will be composed of 
52's from the 1973 escapement of 827,000 and 42's 
from the 1974 escapement of 721,000. The smelt 
production from these brood years was 34.1 and 
43.0 million, respectively. Based on the ~ibove 
information and the number of age four returns 
in 1977, the best estimate of the 1978 sockeye 
return is 1.85 million. This return is expected to 
be composed of .10,000 age 5ws, 875,000 age 42's 
and 65,000 other age classes. It must be em- 
phasized that this is the most probable size of 
1978 sockeye return, but the return could range 
between 1.4 and 2.2 million. 
The expected strength of the 1978 return is in 
the Pinkut and Fulton River stocks, with the 
largest contribution from Fulton River. Very 
poor returns are expected to the early non- 
Babine streams, and light returns to the small 
streams around Babine Lake and the upper and 
lower Babine River stocks. Consequently, the 
proposed regulations have been designed with 
these facts in mind. 
PINK SALMON 
The 1978 pink salmon run will return from a 
very light escapement of 694,025 in 1976. Con- 
ditions during incubation were good, and egg to 
fry survival appears to be good. Based on an 
average ratio of return for even-year cycles, the 
1978 pink salmon stock is expected to be 1.75 
million. Again, this is an 'estimate of the most 
probable size of the 1978 return, but it could 
range between 0,7 million and 3.0 million. 
CHINOOK SALMON 
Expectations for the 1978 chinook return are 
based on the average ratio of return, age com- 
position and brood year escapements. The total 
expected stock for 1978 is 80,000. 
Skeena chinook salmon stocks have been 
It was Alvin who dreamed up "Roads to 
Resources," for which he was ridiculed by the 
Liberals 20 years ago, but in the last few years of 
far northern resources development has become 
a policy paying off with ever-increasing ational 
dividends. 
It was Alvin who first suggested the 
liberalizing of retirement savings plans which 
Liberal Finance Minister Jean Chretien in- 
troduced in this last budget. 
And Alvin's been working on - among a great 
many other ideas - a plan of financing that could 
bring the Alberta and Saskatchewan oil tar 
sands into production at a fraction of the 
currently calculated capital cost. 
Pierre Trudeau has done so much - not all of it 
all that wonderful -- and bern just about 
everywhere. 
And Joe Clark has .done so little - beyond the 
back rooms of political organization and a 
summer job in the newsroom of an Alberta 
newspaper --and as a world traveller, well, a 
quickie trip of Europe is about it. 
The Liberals, pragmatists that they always 
are, recently have taken to confessing their 
faults, and saying, as Jean Chretien put it: "If 
you think we're not so hot, take a look at the 
alternative." 
That's just what Alvin wants you to do. 
Look at Joe Clark. Carefully. 
The scheme has enough going for it that at Alvin is not only an old friend of John 
least two of the major oil companies are ' Diefenbaker's but was his manager back in the 
studying it. 
Alvin has had so many ideas -- including the 
generation ofgas from barnyard manure -- that 
only his secretary keeps track, and her fries are 
spilling out over the cabinets into stacks on the 
office floor. 
So Alvin ponders the problem of "Joe Who?" 
And it has been a problem. 
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extremely ow cLuring the last several years, and 
restrictionehave b en imposed on both com- 
mercial and sport fisherman to protect hese 
stocks. It is again proposed to continue these 
restrictions in 1978. 
RESPONSIBLE SPENDING 
In recent weeks you have read a great deal 
about the new federal budget presented by 
Finance Minister Jean Chretien, which outlined 
Canada's policy for spending. It is timely, I 
think, to explain the various roles • played in 
Canada's fiscal management, and to clarify how 
our national revenue is spent. 
The 'Department of National Revenue is 
responsible for actual taxation, funds which are. 
largely ,governed under general policy of the 
Departmeht o'f Finance. It is then the respon- 
sibility of Treasury Board to see that the outlay 
of national revenue is done in a responsible 
fashion. 
Treasury Board estimates ofspending for 1978- 
79 were published recently, showing plans for 
Canada's $48.8 billion budget. I feel it is useful 
'for taxpayers to know where their money gbes, 
and I want to provide you with a very brief 
outline of Treasury Board's allocations. 
Traditionally, Health and Welfare programs 
have required the most funds and 1978-79 is no 
exception. These programs use, in total, 34.8 per 
cent of the expenditures, while public debt (14 
percent), economic development and support 
(11.1 per cent) and defence (10.9 per cent) 
receive the next three largest allocations. _ 
Transport and Communications, a category of 
government expenditure that i~ of great im- 
portance to us in northern British Columbia, 
receives the next highest allocation at 6.8 per 
cent or $3,163,000,000. Next, the federal govern- 
ment pays 6 per cent of its total revenue to the 
provinces. That means $12.8 billion in fiscal 
transfers. 
The govenment also puts a total'of $2.2 billion 
into education assistance, largely post secon- 
dary schools - that is 3.7 per cent of the national 
budget. 
Those are just'a few of the government's 
spending allocations, and I want to poitit out that 
of those amounts, $10.3 billion will finance diri,.ct 
payments to Canadians to augment the income 
of senior citizens, families, the unemployed, 
workers in training, veterans and native 
citizens, afigure I am sure will be of interst o all 
of you. 
If you have any questions or comments on the 
above or any other matter, please do not hesitate 
to ~vrite to me, care of House of Commons, Ot- 
tawa K1A OX2 
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Letters: Adjudicators often start by saying how much they ha~ 
Skcena Zone, competition, and how dif- 
BCDA, , flcuit the choice was this 
time. I don't know if the 
Dear Friends, others tell the truth, but this 
This letter is in lieu of a time around the cliches 
public address to the entire apply, It was an agonising 
Festival, ! did speak in choice betwan two 
Prince Rupert, but these productions which were very 
.comments are for 'cir- different in style and con- 
culation' through the Zone tent, but closely matched in 
early Saskatchewan provincial political days 
long before Dief was Chief. 
"I remember Dief then," recalls Alvin. "He 
was about Joe's age. Going on 40. He looked 
much younger than his years. (So does Joe.) He 
was inexperienced, didn't know how to perform 
on the platform, waved his arms, jumped 
around, was new, looked uncomfortable and was 
i 
. i /  , /  
not all that well known that people couldn't have 
said "John Who?" 
But Dief matured. A fast learner. And at ~t5 
was in Parliament and beginning to make his 
name. 
Alvin says Joe's a few years ahead of where 
Dief was in those days. 
He's in Parliament at under 40, and not only 
the leader, but a fast enough learner to know he 
can't do it all. 
So he has delegated responsibilities to his best 
and brightest men. 
To do this requires confidence and trust, for 
when you delegate responsibilities you deliver 
yourself into the hands of those taking them. 
Alvin is Joe's "policy man" on resource 
development. 
Finds Joe a good team man. Knows if Joe 
wins, he can put together a remarkably able 
cabinet. 
And if Alvin is to be believed - that Joe is more 
sophisticated, better organized, and a long step 
ahead of where Dief was in his day - then you've 
got to know that "Joe Who?" is your "Joe Op- 
portunity." 
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--~e area of /rtgnt ngnt  after i tota mm no, was as sound as a dollar/" 
quality. These were entatonding productions be 
Caledonia "Players' The entered In the Finals. I'm 
Effect of Gamma Rays on told that this season it 's.  
campbell- Scapino in 
Print9, Rupert's Company. 
And a special Buster 
Keaton Memorial Un- Man.in-the-Moon Marigolds, BCDA policy to admit only by Paul Zindel, directed by one production from each, derantlng Award to Roy 
Stfan Ciealik; and the North Zone. Apparently here were Superaault, for his very 
Pacific Players' slmilarly cloee decisions in ~u~y passivity inCaledonia I enjoyed working with yml, 
productionofa other Zones this year, and Players The Sandbox John Lazarus 
Company " of Wayward the policy is beln~ strictly 
directed by Bob Whiteley. will be representing the' TERR CE/KITIMAT 
?hey are two excellent $keens Zone. 
productions .- ene by a fine * greatly distrust the rm [ daly r id I... I 
hish school gro.p, and the "Bent" Actor and I he a 
other by a well.prepared nonsense; acting isn't 
adult group that I was very raci~, and can't he Judged OensrllO;;;~,.63S.639 Pub 
surprised to learn oomisted by stopwatch and tape I ~n~stlen.63$.635, • , .  . . . . . . .  I 
mostly offlrst.tlmers, . '  mensure,, But I certainly S PUBL * -,.r,,-s,-umillmrl S
I chose Marigolds to go to heliev.e in giving Mention to UBLISHER.,,Oen CromacK 
Powell River: it had a slight specific performaucce that MANAGING EOlTOR,,,Ernest Senior 
moreedge' 'IandenJoyedw~sthe moreSh°w ere Honourable; so in REPORTERS.,,Oonna Velllm'es (Terrace.Thornhlll) order, more or less, of ap- 
emotionally involved with pearance: 
theeharactors, Apartofmy Hon, Mention to Holly 
response had to do withthe Chempoux - Beatrice in 
choice of script, which of Caledonia Players Terrace 
couse is always the biggest little Theatre's. Marigolds, 
decision in preparing a Hon, Mention to David B, 
Thomson for thirteen roles in 
Prince Rupert's 
Herringbone. 
Hen, Mention to Marg 
Haigh -- Mrs. Chisholm in 
Prince Rupert's Practising 
Deception. 
Hon. M~tion .to ,Ke,.~ 
My thanks to Km sad the 
Zone members for a 
fascinating trip: some m. 
tertelning theatre, aod'sonie 
stimulating quest ions,  
discussions and arguments. 
show: the Company script 
has some inhermt problems. 
• And part of it related to 
production ~/aluea, But 
because the decision was a 
close one, I recommended to
the BCDA, here in Van- 
couver, that both 'these 
REPORTERS,,,Scott Browes (Kltlmet.Kltamest) 
KITIM~T OFFICE,,,Pat Zellnskl. 632.2747 
Publllhtd every weekday at 3212 Ks!urn St., Terrace, 
B.C, A r~embsr of Varified Clrculstlb,, Authorlzedas 
,~.'ond class mall, Registration umber 1201, Postage 
peld In .sh, return postage gusrantud. 
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The Herald reta ns fuil, complete anc~ sole copyright 
in any advertisement produced end'°tonY edlt°rlel or 
~etogrsphlc content pub Ished in the Herald., 
Reproductlorl is not permltted'wlthou! the written 
permission of)he Publisher. 
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Spy swap 
BERLIN (AP] - ConviCted penitenttaryin Pennsylvania 
sw Robert Thompson was on Sunday after serving 13 
flying to Berlin today to be years of a 30-year term for 
exchanged for an American espionage, he was ac- 
from and East German companied to EurOpe by 
prisonaspartofa three-way East Germany attorney 
international exch.ange of Wolfgang Vogel, who helped 
prisoners, arrange the .prisoner ex- 
Thompson took a com- change. 
mereial flight to Frankfurt In 19S2, Vogel helped 
from New York and changed arrange the exchange of 
there to a plane for Berlin. U.X. pilot Francis Gary 
he was to be exchanged for Powers for Soviet spy Rudolf 
Alan Van Norman, 22, ef Abel. 
Windom Minn., who has been 
serving a 2~ year sentence COLLATERAL CON- 
for trying to smuggle an 
East German doctor, his VINCES , 
wife and son to the West. NEW YORK (CP) - -  
United States officials About two years ago, an 
refused to say where the aspiring talent named 
exchange would take place, Rafael Sanchez needed a 
but it was believed it would 
be at the Berlin Wall. lot of cash but had litUe in 
"I was a spy for the the way of conventional 
U.S.S.R. , "  Thompson collateral. So be headed 
daelaredmomentsbeferehe to the bank with a 
boarded his flight in New pocketful of .~per, and 
York. He refused to confirm when the inevttable ques- 
threporte hat he is a major in tion of collateral arose, 
e Soviet Secretmpoliee. Sanchez whipped • out 
Thompson was released $100,000worth of handbag 
• from Lewisburg federal orders. He got the loan. 
Papers can't be 
punished for 
truth 
WASHINGTON (AP) 
Newspapers .cannot ~e" 
criminally punished for 
publishing truthful in-. 
formation about secret gov- 
ernments! proceedings, a 
unanimous U.S. Supreme 
Court ruled today. 
The high court struck 
down a Virginia law making 
it a crime to report about a 
state judicial commission's 
confidential investigations 
into judges' fitness to hold 
office. 
That law was invoked 
against Landmark Com- 
munications, puhlisher of the 
Virgtnian-Pilot newspaper in
• Norfolk, after the paper 
published on Oct. 4, 1975, an 
accurate report that the 
state's judicial inquiry and 
review commission had 
studied complaints against a
domestic relations court 
Ju"dgT~e article published by 
Landmark provided ac- 
• curate factual information 
vieted and fined aS00 under" 
the now-invalidated state 
law. 
The Virginia Supreme 
Court upheld the conviction 
and fine, ruling that the law 
made any breach of secrecy 
in the judicial commiesinn'e 
work a "clear and "present 
danger" to the ad- 
ministration of justice. 
• That reasoning 'was  
rejected today. 
The court's ,ruling does not 
protect from criminal 
sanctions commission 
members, taff members or 
witnesses who appear before 
the commission and take 
pledgee of secrecy, in the 
event thqse persona are 
found to give out information 
about .the . dosed 
proceedings. 
I 
1821 --. Napoleon 
Bonaparte died in exile 
of St. 
H~lend=: ,/ 
Watergate just a 
PR problem, 
Nixon said 
NEW YORK (AP) - -  
Richard Nixon says he 
regarded the Wntergate 
break-in at first as "just a 
publicrelations problem that 
only needed a public rela- 
tions solution." 
N~on says in his memoirs 
he was convinced for more 
than 10 months that he was 
not involved in cover-up 
activities that made his top 
aides,-H.R. Haldeman and 
John Ehrlichman, 
vulnerable to criminal 
charges. 
The Nixon memoirs, which 
will appear in bookstores in 
May, are being syndicated 
by a subsidiary of the New 
York Times. In the first ot 
seven tmtalhnents, Nixon 
adds little to what'is known 
about the breakin and the 
subsequent White House 
cover-up efforts. 
He says be learned of the 
June.IT, 1972 break-in at the 
Democratic party national 
headquarters the. following 
day through a story in the 
Miami Herald.. Nixon was 
spending ~the weekend in 
Florida and he said he 
dismissed the burglary as a 
prank. 
The former president says not been involved in the 
he was assured by things that made them 
Haldeman, his chief of staff, vulnerable to criminal 
that no one in the White charges. 
House was involved. On his After his talk With 
June 19 flight to Washington, Petersen, it was another two 
Nixon says Haldeman told weeks before Nixon sum- 
him that James McCord, an moned the two men to his 
employee of the Nixou re- retreat in Maryland to tell 
election committee, was one them they were out. 
of the men arrested. 'Ironically, the first in. 
REOUNTS STORY stallment of the Nixoo 
Nixon recounted the story memoirs is being published 
of the March 21, 1973, on the fiveyear-anniversary 
meeting when White House of Nixon's announcement 
counsel John Dean told him that '~I accepted the 
of the cover-up and the in- resignation of two of my. 
volvement of Haldeman, closest associates in the" 
Ehrliehman and Dean. White House, two of the 
It was not until April 15, finest public servants it has 
Nixon writes, that he decided been my privilege to know." 
Haldeman and Ehrliehman 
had to be fired. On that day, . 
Henry Petersen, head of the 
criininni division of the U.S. 
justice department, said the 
two aides could prove an 
embarrass~ment ~. him. 
By then, Dean was telling 
his story to prosecutors. 
Nixon says he was being 
selfish about his own sur- 
vival in asking for L 
Haldeman's and Eh- 
rlichman's resignation and 
that be told himself he had 
May Labour Day 
around the world 
By THE ASSOCIATED Brezhnev quotations and 
praise for Brezhnev's new 
book of wartime 
reminiscences. Images and 
references .to the Soviet 
president overshadowed the 
usual portraits of Marx, 
Engels and_Lenin. 
In Spain, Communists and 
Socialists led hundreds of 
,thoasasds of workers hrough 
• the rain in a march through 
central Madrid, the biggest 
May Day event in Spanish 
history. 
about 
authorized inquiry ... and in 
. doing clearly served thone Soldiers interests in public scrutiny 
and discussion of g o v - k i l l e d  ornmental ffairs which the 
First Amendment was 
adopted to protect," Chief' 
Justice Warren Burger BEIRUT (Reuter) - -  
wrote for the court. Three Senegalese oldiers of 
Theco/irt'avote was 7-to-0. the United Nations Interim 
• Justices William Brenean Force in Lebanon wore killed 
PRESS ' 
From Mescow's 
traditional Red Square 
parade to an unprecedented 
show of strength in post- 
France Madrid, millions of 
workers around the world 
today celebrated May Day, 
the international labor 
holiday. . . . .  
Violence smreu in Spain's 
turlzdmt north, where riot 
police firing rubber bullets 
and smoke grenades cat- 
tered a large group of. 
Basque separatist youths 
after they at~ed-a Spanish 
flag during a demonstration 
by. ~!0~,-.ll~rsons ii~ ,Pare.: 
pl~/'i-lianhul, '' Turkish 
a legislatively authorities took strict 
secur i ty  precautions in 
Taksim Square to prevent a
repetition of disorders last 
May Day that claimed 34 
lives. An estimated 100,000 
• andone wounded today when 
their Jsop ran over a mine 
near the southern port of 
Tyre, reliable • sources 
reported. 
The blast ~ccurred near 
the village of Bazeariyeh, 
east of the port city of Tyro, 
the sources added, 
It was the worst incident 
involving members of the 
UN peace force since it was 
establ ished fol lowini 
Israel's invasion of southern 
Lebanon in March. 
and Lewis Powell 'did not 
participate in deciding the 
~aJ~.  
RIGHTS EXTENDED • 
Although the controversy 
involved a newspaper 
rap0rt, wording in Burier's 
decision clearly extended 
such First Amendment 
wr~.ts to broadcasters as 
Landmark Com- 
munications, after the 
Vlrsintan-Pilot article ap 
posted, was ehargea, con- 
erSons turned out for 
's rally in the central 
~za."  
Although leftist unions for 
years have marked the day 
in Britaln, today was the 
first government-recogsized 
May Day holiday. Ordinary 
Britons enjoyed an extra 
three.day weekend. 
The Red, Square 
celebration, featuring floats 
and flowers, balloons and 
martial music, placed an 
unusually heavy emphasis 
on praise for Soviet 
President Le0nid Breshnev. 
More than100,000 mar- 
chers poured tlu'. ougi~, the 
sunny square for two hours 
ear ry~ Brezlmev posters, 
Dave Brousseau, 
Contracting 
Residential 
nerooflng 
- " Specialist 
FREE ESTIMATES 
Dal.I ovoninp 636-4600 
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Yamaha XS75G... 
make it your bike. 
XS750-SE 
There's more than one way to travel in style. This 
750 Special has its own beautiful custom flavor. 
Dealer Licence Number 00246A 
D 
XS750.  
Mechanical sophistication . . .  superb power and 
handling..,  ease of maintenance. •. exceptional 
smoothness• The XS750 has all that and more. 
Fred's Equipment Ltd. 
627 Enterprise Kitimat, B.0. 
Phone 632-7833 
;ii iiA 19:i8" , . .  In Stock 
-v[.0 i - IMPALLA OAMPER 2 Dr. Sdn., 2 Or. H.T., Custom, 
Radials Fold Down,* Fits O' 4 Radial Tires 
Pickup truck box 
'800 ,84100 ' 2 J  
~ 1913 FORD 
GRAN TORINO 
Station Wagon 
,2/,00 
1914 DODGE DART 
SWINGER = Door .T  
' 2 ,996  __  
• 1971 FORD 1970 CHEV 
F10o PICKUP BLAZER 4x4 4 speed 
~ '1,260 '21600 
1962 WILLYS 1913 MAZDA 
JESP STATION B1600 PICKUP 
' WAGON 
As Is 
sON , '1,26..~0 
1971 FORD 
MUSTANG [ 
MACKI 
'SOD mmmmmmr~mm,~ mmmmmmmmmm 
i 1974'DODGE i 
!MONAGO 
4 Dr. H.T, 
1971 
FORD• PINTO 
'aDO 
1976 MAZDA 
1.3 609 
Door Coupe 
'2p99§ ,s,9u 
It' 1014 MAZDA. 
B1800 PU 
With GEM . 
top canopy 
!UN 
1014 T0YOTA 
.00ROLLA 
1600CC Station Wagon 
1971 FORD 
TaRINg 
2 Door 
'100 
n n m n m i m m  
,1969 FORD 
F100 PICKUI 
'1,000 
'1972 DATSUN 
be110 
Sedan 
Automatic 
1974 
DATSUN710 
2 Dr. H,T. 
'096 
1975 FORD 
CUSTDM 
4 Dr. S~an 
43,300 
1913,FORD EOONOLINE 
VAN A. Radial Tires 
1969 VW 
SEDAN 
Automatic 
'1tOO0 
1972 TOYOTA 
COROLLA 
2 Dr:iB00cc 
'100 
im vw SUPERj 
BEETLE 
'Low mileage 
q,160 
m ~  
1975 MAZDA 808 
. STATION 
WAGON 
,2A95 
"1956 OLDS 
4 Dr. Sedan, 
As Is 
*260 • 
m ~  
1972 INTER 
NATIONAL 
TRAVELALL 
With Extras 
1974 MAZDA 
PICKUP 61800 
Rid 
52,296 
1975 DODGE 
MOTOR HOME 
VANGUARD 
'12,600 
t, 
Graham Ciarke and Diana 
Mawson have been getti.ng together 
to work every summer for the last 
three years, . 
Diana is a university student, 
In the summer, when Graham's 
business is heavy she takes, on the 
role of ticket seller, tour .guide and girl 
Fr day on one of Graham s tour boats 
that ply the waters in and around 
Vancouver's harbout? 
. And Graham?does what he 
enjoys most, makin0'sure his business 
• is runni.ng smoothly.and profitably, 
, It's the perfect relationship, 
Look around your place of 
business, Chances are you'll find a 
need for someone, Part-time or full- 
time, A janitor, A bookkeeper. Maybe 
an extra salesman, 
• ' Call your nearest Canada 
Manpower Centre for Students/B,C, 
Youth Employment Office, 
• We'll get you together with 
,someone who wants to work, 
Graham Clarke did, 
Province of Ministry of 
edtlah Columbia Labour 
I ~ Employment and Emplol at 
. Immigration Canada Immigration Canada 
Bud Cullen. Minister 
. ,  Let  get togethar and get o work. 
A Joint program ol Employment and Immigration Canada.'and the Government ol British Columbia. 
I 
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T( rrace Stock Car 
:lub opens season 
by IAnda Turner We have a new driver Jim 
Davideon sponsored by Jim 
Hello race fans; McEwans. Jim did vffy well 
Terrace Stock Car Club for his first race. 
began their season Sunday Congratulations. 
with time trials and a full Herb Quast also had one of 
siateofraces. Wehadagoud his better days of raning, 
number of farts and cars with fohr first place wins. 
iaspite of the cool weather. Congratulations. 
The drivers have all The following are the 
worked hard to get their cars results of Sunday Races;.- 
and the track ready for this A. TROPHY DASH 
first race meet. 1. 66 Herb ~uast ; 
Loydminster hosts 
Kinsmen Rodeo 
L~ Stackey of Stettler Alia., recorded his first win as a 
professional rodeo cowboy when he won the saddle bronc 
riding event at the Lloydminster (Sask.) Kinsmen Rodeo 
held over the weekend. His mark of 79 on Verne Franklin's 
outstanding bronc Transport won him $333. 
The 22 year old single event specialist had an outstanding 
season in 1977 when he won the Canadian Novice Saddle 
Bronc championship and set an earnings record in the 
'process. 2'urning pro in 1978, Stuckey is eligible for the 
Rookie Award. 
Capacity crowds highlighted the two pro rodeos held over 
theweekend atLloydminster, Sask., and Vulcan, Alta. Gary 
Logan of Sundre, Aita., topped the bareback riders at 
Lloydminster with a mark of 79 on Franklin's Indian Time 
while a mark of 80 recorded by Dan Lowi'y of Reeky Moun- 
tain House, Alta., won the bull tiding there. Canadian 
champions won the timed evests there, With Gerald Rebar of 
Stettler, Alia., the 1975 roping king, fastest in that event with 
a time of 9.7 seconds. 1977 All Around champ, Ben Hem of 
Bindioss, Alta., won the steer wrestling with a time of 4.9 
seconds. Jerri Duce of Granum, Alta., the holder of nine 
Canadian barrel racing titles, won that event while Ben 
Lowry of Sunset House, Alta., and Todd Hyland of Vernon, 
B.C., split the Boys Steer Riding. 
The timed event contestants had some sizzling times at the 
Kinsmen Rodeo at Vulcan. Dave MacDonald of Langdon, 
Alta., won the calf roping with a time of 8.8 seconds while Lee 
Phillips of Carseland, Alta., had a time of 3.4 seconds to win 
the steer wrestling event. 
]]art Brower of Cralgmyle, Alta., won the saddle bronc 
riding with a mark of 80. Frank Bailer's 81 in bareback 
riding won that event for the Ponoka cowboy and Bert 
Williams of Mount Currie, B.C., had the highest mark in bull 
riding, an 83. lsabelle Miller of DeWinton, Alta., won the 
Ladies Barrel Racing and Elroy Rabbit Carrier of 
Gleichen, Alta., was the best Boys Steer Rider. 
Pro rodeo action continues at North Battleford, Sask, with 
the Kinsmen Rodeo n April 28, 29 and 30. .; 
SP:DDLE BRONC 
1. Glen Griffith,, Cessford, Alt.,-- 3823 
2. Brian Claypool, Saskatcon, Sas!~.,--1959 
3. Larry Johnson, High River, ALTA.. 
4. Wilf Hyland, Salmnn Arm, B.U. 
5. Doug Void, DeV/intunn Alto., 
6. Jim Kelts, Consort, Airs.--1639 
7. Mel Hyland, Salmon Arm, B.C.--15U 
8. Melvin Coleman, Pierceland, Sask.,--l175 
BAREBACK 
1. Steve Dusham, Turner Valley, Alta.nd-d$3987 
2. Gary Logan, Sunare, Airs.n--1552 
3. Jim Solherg, Sunnynook, Alta.,--1335 
4. Allan Thorpe, Bowden, Alta.--lex6 
5. Brian Claypool, Easkatso,Sask.,--1154 
6. Brian Jacobson, Blenbush, Sask. . 
7. Dale Trottier, Calgary, Alta,--976 
8. Robert Hoff, Calgary, Alta.,--958 
BULL RIDING 
1. Don Johaasen, Hussar, Alta.,--$3b8f 
2. Dan Lowry, Rocky Mountain House, Alta.i--2685 
3. Jordie Thomson, Black Diamond, Altao,--1565 
4. Tom Davies, Medicine Hat, Alta.,--1530 
5. Gerry Walker,Watime Sask. 
DIItT BII ES 
ATD - 
I CtlS. 
2. 17 Tom Sheasby 2. 44 Jim lrvine 
3. 78 Brian Turner 3. 55 Dennis Ward 
B. TROPHY DASH Our Powder Puff & 
Mechanics event was run a 
1. 44 Shaunee Krissebrink little differently this time; 
2. 17 Dennis Williams there wasn't enough drivers 
for either event so they put 3. U Ron King Jr. 
A. MAIN 
1. 66 Herb Quast 
2. 44 Jim lrvina 
3. 17 Tom Shnasby 
b. main 
1. 44 Shaunce Krisselhrink 
2. 55 Dennis Ward 
3. 15 AI Rosko 
A HEAT 
x. 66 Herb Quast 
2. 44 Jim Irvine 
3. 99 Norm Stewart 
B. HEAT 
1.55 Dennis Ward 
2. 78 l.,inda Turner 
3. 44 Shaunce K.~s~Jbflnk 
JAMBOREE 
1. 66 Herb q~mst 
the men & women together & 
ran the race. 
lst." Janet Poetuck 
2nd Steve Sabelle 
3rd Gary Giese 
Our next race will be held 
May 14th. Time Trials -1 
, p.m., Races -~ p.m. 
The Terrace Stock Car 
Club would like to express 
thanks to everyone wh© 
donates their time, service & 
trophies to the club. We 
couldn't do it without you! 
Thank you again. 
Hope to see all you race 
f~,ns May 14 th. 
WASHINGTON (AP) - -  A 
decision barring baseball 
star Roberto Clemente's 
widow from col lecting 
damages for her husband's 
1972 death in an airplane 
crash was left intact by the 
U.S. Supreme Court today. 
• The justices turned down 
Vera Clemente's appeal con- 
tending that the federal 
government should be liable 
for damages in allowing an" 
unsafe plane i.nto the air. 
Clemente, one of 
baseball's greatest talesta s 
a lunglime outfielder with 
Pittsburgh Pirates, was 
killed Dec. 31, 1972, whm a 
DC-7 plane he had chartered 
to carry relief supplies to 
earthquake victims in Nica- 
ragua crashed shortly after 
takeoff from his native 
Puerto Rico. 
All persons aboard--Cle- 
mente, two other passengers 
and two crew members-- 
were killed. Mrs. Clemeete 
Jackson Classic to have 
LPGA rookie-of-year 
" TORONTO- Amy Alcott, eatrants include dofeeding Winners' Circle champion. 
who defeated HolltaStacy champion Judy T. Rankin, Judy T. Rankin, - 1977 
Sunday to win the American Winner's Circle champion Peter Jackson Classic 
Defender Golf Classic in Sandra Post, former Peter champion, 1977 leading 
Raleigh, North Carolina, has Jackson Classic champions money winner and LPGA 
confirmed her entry in the Donna C. Young, JoAnna Player of the year. 
$100,000 Peter Jackson 
Classic at St. George's Golf 
& Country Club, June 1.4, in 
Toronto. 
Miss Alcott, 1975 rookie of 
the yesr and winner of four 
LPGA events in three years, 
announced her entry to 
tournament director Luc 
Brien immediately following 
her sudden-death victory 
over Miss Stacy. 
"We are very happy to add 
Amy Alcott's name to our 
growing entry list of top 
LPGA professionals," Mr. 
Brien said. 
Previously.announeed 
Carrier and Carole Jo Skala. 
"We expect that by the 
time tournament week rolls 
around, we will have most of 
the top players on Tour at St. 
George's," MR. Brian said. 
"We are very pleased at the 
way the entry list is filling up 
with the stars oi the LPGA 
circuit. 
1978 PETER 
CLASSIC 
ENTRY LIST 
JACKSON 
Sandra Post, 1978 
Colgate-Dinah Shore- 
6. Bab Phiips, Marshall, Sask.,--1324 
7. John Deride, Ponoka, Alta.n-:-1233 
8. Sonny Clogg, Kamloops, B.c.,--938 
CALF ROPING 
1. Jim Gladstone, Curdstone, Alta., 
2. Gerald Rcher, Stettler, Airs.,--1629 
3. Dave MacDonald, Langdon, Alta.,--1599 
4. Larry 'Robinson, Imiizfall, Airs., 
5. Lloyd Fowlie, B'mdloss, Alta.,--1158 
6. Lorne Wells, Calgary, Alta.,--1148 
7. Tom Bews, Pekisko, Alta.,--993 
8. Wen Zieffle, Monitor, Alta.,--974 
STEER, WRESTLING 
1. Ron Ostrom, Carseland, Alta.,dd-a2~ 
2. Clark Schlossor, Stavely, Alta.,--2189 
$. Bnn Hem, Bindloss, Airs.,-1841 
4. Lloyd Fowlie, Bindloss, Alta,,--1816 
5.  Blaine Davies, Brant, Alta.,--1523 
6. Greg Butterfield, Ponoka, Altemn-d-1485 
', 7. Lee Phillips, Carseland, Alta.,--1400 ' 
8. Tom Bews, Pekiso, Alta.,--1395 
Suzuki's full line of dirt b ikes have the  
features that let them' take on the 
toughest terrain. And model  for model, 
you can't beat Suzuki prices, either, from 
the DS80C for junior r iders right up ' 
to the top of the line DS185C. Every 
bike in the series gives you 5 spee. d ' 
constant mesh t~ansmission. And for that 
high torque at low and high speeds,  
a Power Reed" type engine, . 
We cant  a full range of Suzuki motor- 
cycles, and our serwce department 
stocks a complete line of pa}'ts and 
accessories, 
When it comes  right down to it, you'll 
l ike our Suzukis and our prices, So why 
not come right down? 
AT TERRACE EQUIPMENT 
SALES LTD. 
Donna R. Young, - 1976 
Peter Jackson Classic 
champion. 
JeAnne Carner, - 1975 
Peter Jackson Classic 
champion, 1978 Triple Crown 
champion. 
Car'ole Jo Skaln, - 1974 
Peter Jackson Classic 
on. 
Hollis Stacy, - 1977 U.S. 
Open champion, 1978 Bir- 
mingham Classic champion 
Amy Alcott, 1978 
American Defender Golf 
Classic champion 
t 
• 
/ /  
, ,~. '- ,p., 
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SUZUKI GOES THE DISTANCE~ 
AT TERRACE EQUIPMENT SALES LTD. 
4§39 EREIG AYENUE 
Dealer No. 01249A 636-63H ' 
Widow can't claim baseball star death 
federal government was ruling was overturned by a 
liable for money but the court of appeals. was joked In the suit by 
relatives of the two 
passengers who accom- 
panied her husband, Angel 
Lozano and Francisco 
Matias. 
They noted that he fed~al 
aviation administration just 
three months before the 
crash bad ordered all em- 
ployees ,to keep constant 
surveillance of charter plane 
operaters to ensure their 
planes were safe. 
The surviving relatives' 
lawsuit charged that federal 
employees hould have in. 
spected the airplane, 
discovered its lack of air- 
worthiness and thus pre- 
vented its takeoff rom San 
Juan International Airport. 
A federaltrial judge in San 
Juan ruled that the aircraft 
was being operated illegally 
by an unterrified owner and 
that it was overloaded by 
4,193 pounds at takeoff. 
The judge ruled that the 
Allthe 
HONDAS 
a ehe . 
~ Ilond~ L*e~,c ' 
Test drive a Honda today at 
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4842 Hwy. 16 West 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 1L8 
635.6571 er 635-432S 
]E~[OI~T]).P~ Dealer Licence Number 02066A 
. . . . . . . . . .  • ......... - ..~.-~.. " :~¢.- ~.~'." "..'e~:'..:..e.~.:.,:~.:::[:.C~.:::~:...../:i.:;C~.:?:i:4,..:]:i~.~. . ~ .  .--" ,/_a~ 
.~2:::~.~;:::i;:'.~,Y::!:'~.":.:.~'~..:.:.~'~':::':,'~';'.','.--'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
litimat Radio & T,V, 
I Enterprises Lid, 
~:::.': 
40 CHANNEL ! 
2-WAY CB RADIO 
":::t 
' . ,~ 
.... 230 Oily Oentre, Kitinlat 632-2024 
.... & GE 
What a difference Line-A-Bed makes! 
,LINE-A-BED is a molded liner/protector 
for Your truck bed,that's virtually, inde, 
structiblel Because it's made of the 
same high-impact material you'll find in 
football helmets and golf club heads, 
The purpose of LINE.A-BED is to protect 
• thebed, of a new or used pickup truck, 
to enhance Its appearance, to insulate 
the bed when it is used in conjunction 
With a topper or recreational equipment. 
With LINE-A-BED, a pickup truck owner 
can haul heavy equipment in it, carry 
strong alkali, manure, etc., without 
scratching, marring or otherwise damag- 
ing his truck bed. , 
Even if it didn't do anything, LINE-A-BED' 
, .would be worth having just because it 
makes a pickup look so good. And made 
to Stay that way. It's tough, easy to clean, 
resists stains, and it ..can even be waxed. 
' One piece protects the headwall, side- 
walls and bed flc)or. Another slips right 
over the tailgate. One man can install ! 
it in ten minutes or less. And the result? 
Well, look at any pickup bed without 
LINE-A-BED, then look at one with. 
$459,00 
DistriSutors for 
Terrace|, Kitimat, Prince Rupert 
'1 
Terraoe Totem Ford 
Sales Ltd. 
4631 Keith 
635-4984 
0oo727 , 
N~::: 
Students and amateurs sought 
for future Team Ca  ada 
• By MEL SUFRIN ' of junior and senior teams, 
CP Sports Editor community colleges and 
PRAGUE (CP) . -  Tryout Canadians who have been 
camps to identify amateur playing in Europe as 
talent for Canada's 1980 amateurs. 
Olympic hockey team are 
expected ,to be held in Ed- 
monton, Toronto and Quebec 
City this dummer. 
I)erek Holmes, scout for 
Team Canada at the world 
championships, says players 
from . a variety of 
bankgrounds will be invited 
to the identification camps. 
lnduded will be players 
from colleges in Canada nd 
the United States, members 
Holmes, who is a technical 
coordinator for the Olympic 
team, says a couple of Cana- 
dians in Europe whose 
names come to mind ~e 
Peter Gaw, a former Ottawa 
'67s forward playing in 
Switzerland, and Dick 
Decloe, a formernToronto 
Marlbores junior who was 
the top scorer in the West 
German league this winter. 
The idea of the summer 
camps, which will probably 
be held in late August, is to 
find enough talent for one or 
even two te0ms. A club of 
junior-age players would go 
to .~*,~ckholm for the world 
.,,.,s~r championships at 
Christmas 'and a team of 
ever-age players ~yonid go to 
another to~nam~nt in Gre- 
noble, France, at the same 
time. 
Involved with Holmes in 
talent selection will be 
Gecrges Larlviere, a Hockey 
Canada di,octor whose area 
is amateur •hockey, and 
Father David Bauer, former 
Terrace-Kitimat region help, d 
Communit 3 programs The funds are sllecated on "We are still flndin 
grants totalling $6,4 million a per capita basis to each of societies where the services 
have been approved for 211 17" Ministry of Human offered are not meeting the 
social service agencies Resources' r~gions. 
according to Human "With the help of local 
Resources Minister Bill Community Advisory 
Vander Zalm. 
The i976-79 funds are 
i~ovtded to agendes offering 
such ' services as tran- 
8portaUon for the han- 
dicappad, crisis in- 
tervention, family coun- 
selling and senior citizens' 
programs. 
"Most of these 
organizations and societies 
m supported by volunteer 
effort and are designed to 
complement  serv ices  
~ rovided by government epartments," explained 
Vander Zalm. 
committees, the Ministry 
Regional Managers deter- 
mine local priorities' an'd. 
recommend services that 
are of direct social bmefit o 
the community,' said 
Vander Zalm. "It  has 
proven to be a tremendously 
elfective way to respond 
quickly to local needs and to 
encourage participation by 
local people." 
Vender Zalm exldained 
that , all community 
programs are now subject to 
an operational audit by the 
Ministry's Evaluation Team. 
Regtou 7
Terrace and District Community Services Society re: Mother's time off 
Terrace-re: Volunteer Co-ordinator and Crisis Line 
Burns Lake Bridge the Gap Society 
~timat Community Services Society re: Volunteer Co-ordinator re: 
Youth Worker Project 
Prince Rupert Friendship House Association re: Program Director Project 
Smithers Community Resources Board Society re: Volunteer Bureau 
~nitbera Youth Centre 
Program for each function listed below in respective order. 
Mothers' self help group counselling 
~risis Line, volunteer placement , 
~masclling and youth services; integration of Indian and non.lndiun youths 
Recruitment and co-ordinaUon of volunteers 
Youth couusell'mg, crisis intervention 
Uounaelling for Native adults and youth 
Recruitment and co-ordinatiun of VOlunteers 
Youth counselling, recreation, drop-in centre.. 
standards set by the 
Ministry," he said. 
"Sometimes this has been 
the result of a loss of interest 
by society members, and, cn 
occasion, we have found 
irregularities in financia 
and operational procedures. 
"Mest of these 
organizations are givin| 
excellent service, but where 
we find problems we have 
asked for changes or, in 
some cases, have been 
forced to terminate fun- 
d i ng ,  ~' 
Community programs 
funds are approved on an 
annual basis. 
Projects for the north 
region are as follows: 
- Amount 
20,542 
10,334 
11,013 
11,148 
12,320 
13,842 
9,457.6~ 
39,21( 
.: 
Red D:or Shaker 
Terrace has had a rare Compo-Cheung of their 
opportunity to listen to resident town, Lead 
contemporary rock music gullarist Gerd Van Ieperm 
over the past two vteeka nd capoulates the group ,by 
for the next three days with calling them "GOOD?' " 
the fiveman band Shaker For some olueleal in. 
playing at the Red D'or o f  flueace the band includes 
the Terrace Hotel, Mark Douglas on keyhearda, 
The group boasts hits tr0m Keeping the pace on per- 
Zepplin, Fleetwood Mac, cuaaloa is Paul Eunis. 
Dobbins, and several others, ~ Boz Seaggu would be proud 
as well as come dynamic of their base lead in some 
erigionk, ante which is pounded out by 
'vocals tand on their own Larry Church, ' : 
with Carrie Cowan From Abbottsford to 
borrowing some style.and Terrace the group: plans 
sound from Linda Ronstau~, Vancouver Gagtown club 
and at times Carol Pope of Fingers next on their road 
Rough Trade - another up- tour. 
and coming Canadian According to Carrie and 
Group. ' Gord the ' insplra'tlonal 
The Vancouv.er based philosophy behind their 
group are being managed by musical careers IS "money". 
THEY'RE FLYING Hughes Aircraft to 
HIGH . . . .  provide satellite systems 
test equipment. The 
SASKATOON(CP) - -  equipment will be used to 
SED Systems Ltd. of check three satelllte~ 
$askatoon has been Hugmes Aircraft is 
awarded a, contract in ex- constructing for Satellite 
cess of $500,000 by Business Systems. 
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Terrace youth "hopeful" 
volleyball star 
development of these boys. 
The timetable, as Holmes 
sees it, would be to 
. reassemble the team in the 
spring of 1979. after the 
college playoffs and after 
some clubs are out of the 
national team coach. 
LONG-RANGE PLAN 
"In picking players for the 
Olympic team we would 
have to consider whether 
they are likely to remain 
amateurs until the Olympics 
in Lake Placid, N.Y.," says 
Holmes. "We might petition 
the Nafloanl Hockey League 
and World Hockey Aaso. 
ciation to let some of their 
draft choices stay with us 
instead of signing them to 
professional contracts and 
sending them to the minor 
leagues. 
"I think the pros kn~v that 
hockey in Europe Is of the 
calibre that would help the 
Baseball 
National American 
,Seventeen year old David gain a place on the Canadian 
Metzmeler of Terrace has team toattend the final trials 
been invited to Junior for the Juniors May 20 to 22, 
Canadian Volleyball Team to qualify for the Canadian- 
trials to be held in Ashcroft American Games in Seattle, 
B.C. May 5 and 6. Washington, May 26 through 
Coach of the Canadian 28. 
Junior team, Vic Lindd of 
Vancouver, was in town two Metzmeier is a student at 
weeks ago and called the Caledonia Senior Secondary 
young Terrace resident a School and will undoubtedly 
"goodhopofur' for the team. receive support from his 
Metzmeler will attm)pt to peers. 
junior and senior playoffs. It 
might then play games 
against he West G~man, 
East German and Polish 
national teams on visits to 
Canada. 
A couple of summer 
tratidng, camps would be 
held and, in the falktbe team 
might play a series in 
Canada against Moscow 
Selects Mere  making a tour 
of Europe. But it would 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
American League 
Baltimore (D.'Martlocz 2- 
1) at Bestob (Riples 0-I) 7:30 
p.m. 
Kansas City (Gura 2.0) at 
New York (Hunter 0-3) 8 
p.m. 
Chicago (Wood 1-3) at Mil- 
waukee (Soreasen 2-1) 8:,35 
l.m. 
• Toronto (Unde~voud. 0-2) 
at Oakland (Kecugh 1.0) 
10:30 p.m. 
Detroit (Morris 0.0) at 
California (Brett 1-1) 10:30 
p.m. 
Cleveland (Waits 1-1) at 
Seattle (Pole 3-3) 10:35 p.m. 
Only games scheduled, 
National League 
San Francisco (Mon- 
tefusco 1.1) at St. LOUI~ 
(Forseh 3-2) 1:S0 p.m. 
Angeles (John 4-0~ at 
Chicago (R. Reusohd 3-S) 
w:30 p.m. 
Houston (Richard 1-2) at 
Montreal (Twitchell 1.1 )?: 35 
p.m, 
San Diego (Owchinko 1-2) 
at Pittsburgh (Candclarla 1. 
3) 7:35 p.m. 
New York (Swan 1-1) at 
Atlanta (Ruthven 1-3,) 7:35 
p.m. 
Only games cheduled, 
probably be Christmas of 
1979 before the team would 
assemble in its final form 
and remain a unit until 
Olympic ompetition isover. 
;,:.:E::-. ... 
Large Traotor and Maohinery 
AUOTiON 
Northern Alberta Traotor & Equipment 
SATURDAY, MAY 6,1978 
STARTINGAT 11 a.m. 
At Morrison Livestock Yards, 10 miles south of 
Prince George, B.C., on Highway 97 South. Sale site 
phone: (604). 963-9700. 
TRACTORS: 
Late Model 2470 Case 4 wheel drive, A-1 condition 
Late Model 5020 John Deem with 3 pt Hitch 
Late Model 5000 Ford Diesel, 3 pt Hitch 
Late Model 4000 Ford Diesel, 3 pt H!tch 
Late Model 1070 Case, 3 pt .Hitch 
930 Case Comfort King, 3 pt Hitch 
4020 John Deere Dlesel, 3 pt Hitch 
Late Model 1020 John Deere Diesel, 3 pt Hitch 
• 1100 MF Diesel, 3 pt Hitch 
180 MF Diesel, 3 pt Hitch 
PLOWS: 
6-16 Ol~vSr p~ll-type trip back ~ 
5-16 Otl~nr.i'.~l .type trip back ... 
4-160 ver'pull-t~,pe trip back 
5-16 J ohn  Deere pull-type trip back 
4-16 John Deere pull-type trip back 
4-14 Case pull-type trip back 
• 5-14 Mossey Ferguson Semi Mount 
5.14 Ford 3 pt Hitch Semi Mount 
4-14 Ford 3 pt Hitch Semi Mount 
4-14 Ford 3 pt Hltchl Semi Mount 
5-14 Case 3 pt Hitch Semi Mount 
4-14 AC 3 pt Hitch Semi'Mount 
2-14 Ford 3 pt Hitch 
OFFSET BRUSH DISCS: 
28 - Blade Rome Offset on Trucks 
24 ' Blade Rome Offset on Trucks 
20- Blade Rome Offset o.n Trucks 
0 • Blade Rome Single Gang, • no Trucks 
20. Blade Town er Cot Disc 
TANDEM DISCS ONRUBBER: 
21 if\Ford Disc with Wings 14 ft JD Disc 
• 21 ft :JD Disc with Wings - 13 ft JD Disc 
10 ft Schaefer Disc 11 ft JD Disc 
8 ft Messey Ferguson, 3 pt Hitch " 10 ft AC Disc 
MISCELLANEOUS: 
6 3 pt Hitch 5 ft'Rotsry Cutters 
10 3 pt Hitch 6 ft 3 pt Blades 
50 Cow.Calf Pairs. to be sold at approximately 2:30 
p.m.. " • 
• SALE CONDUCTED BY 
ZIMMERMAN AUCTION SERVICE 
For more Information on any of the above equipment, 
call i(715) 423.4279; or'any of the following: 
Otto Zimmerman 
License: 004040 
Phone: Innlsfall, Alber.ta (403) 227-2056 or (403) 226. 
6404 ' 
B!LL.RAND 
Kamloops, B.C, 
Phone: (604) 376-3993 
BILL KOWALCHUK 
License: 010)73 
Phone: Boyle, Alberta (403) 669.2461 
The SPECIAL  ed i t ion ,  
Y A M A H A S  
XS650-SE 
The heritage of the past.,, the best of 
the present.., all wrapped up in one 
beeutlfully customized package. The 
650 Spec!el combines .... . . . . .  
proven perlormance wi!h :5 ~J~]l!iV u ' 
• f lew lOOK - - I - - '~  XS400-E  a distinctly . 
The XS400 has the big bike look in a mid 
size frame. The customized style end -See  the Special Edition " 
low seat height will make this model the 
mostpopularln.ltscla,ss, SlpT4~lO Yama has today/ ,• i 
TOOVEY SERVICE 
4046 GreiiL , Dealer Lloenoe Number 02013A 636-6820 
H 
FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS 
AUTOVEST 
Before you buy, investigate theadvantages of this rent. 
to.own plan. All monies paid apply to purchase. Why 
tie up your cash or borrowing power. Ist and last 
months rent and drive away. 
EXAMPLES 
Based on 36 month lease 
70 F 250 pickup 
$146.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,175.00 
or simply return 
78 Camaro HT 
$139.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,02S.00 
or simply return 
78 Fiesta 3 dr. 
i S99.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1400.00 
78 Econoline Van 
S136.00 per month 
lease end price 
Sl,975.00 
or simply return 
78 Zephyr Sedan 
$124.00 per month i 
lease end price 
$1,825.00 
or simply return 
78 F150 4 x 4 
$155.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,275.00 
Fra~rm'~a~ 
78 C 100 Chev pt 
$129.00 per month 
lease end price 
Sl,875.00 
or simply return 
76 Dodge Van 
$129.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1,875.00 
or simply return 
'~00lds Cutless 
S139.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,02S.00 
or simply return 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
CALL  LARRY HAYES-  R ICHARDS 
COLLECT 987-7111 
BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
1160 MARINE DRIVE 
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.00479A 
i 
(nn mE 61UE I/OU 
IILL THE (OmFORTS 
OF HomE... 
Nowyou can  go anywhere  and  st i l l  have  those  ~ 
; comfor ts  o f  home.  Take  your  vacat ion  th i s  year  ,~/ r~.~ 
• in .one  o f  our  fabu lous  rec ieat iena l  veh ic les ,  ~ . .~ I .~ ' ;  
I ts  the  on ly  way  tO" ge l  '" ," 
1976 FORD F250 
can°pY' sure" i $7195 4x4 Pickup, 390 VO, 4 Speed, O000 Warn winch, 
track front axle, extra fuel tanks, wide tires . . . . . . . . . . . .  • . . . . .  
1976 TOYOTA SR 6 
,o,,,,,.d ..................................... • ............. .$3496 
1974 MAZDA ROTARY PIOKUP 
, . , , , s .  C.no,, ........ . ................... . ...... , . .$2996 
1976 OHE¥ DISOAYNE WA60N 
.,.u,o., ............................................... $2296 
1972 BLAZER 
1973 MAZDA 808 WAGON 
$1906 
,o,,,.o,o .... . .......... .................................... $1695 
1976 FORD F260 PICKUP 
v, .o,o,r.o, ....................... , ........................... $4895 
1974 JIMMY 4x4 
v, , , , , .  ..................................................... $4695 
1973 FORD F1O0 
VO, auto trans .................................................. $ 3 2 9 5  
FOR0 ..4x4 
. , s , . ,  ....... ] ..................... ............ .......... $7295 
1976 FORD F250 
., .uto o.m.;,.o,., ........................... i ............ $4895 
Terraoe Totem Ford 
Sales ltd. 
4631 Koith 
636-4984 000721 
i l  
I 
i 
N E • . ,4  
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et ters  
THEM 
"1 love my Mom beoause..," 
°ttoa.s 
THR E AGE CATESO,,ES 
Grades Kindergarten to One 
Grades - Two to Four 
Grades - Five to Seven 
PRIZES [__ I -  
1st - $20 .00  
2nd - $10.00 
3rd - $5,00 
in eaoh category 
RULES: .  
1) Letters must be written by the ohild in his or her own words. 
2) Must be hand delivered or mailed no later than midnight May 7, 1978 
3) Letters must be written in ink (dark blueor blaok) and on 
plain, not lined paper. Include signature and age. 
4) Only one letter per ohJld. 
nil letters will appear in the Mothers Day Edition on Thursday, 
May 11, 1978. Letters written in dark ink on plain paper will appear 
as written, all others will be typeset. 
,ome on k ids , .  
j o in  in the  fun& the pr izes .  
I 
MAIL TO: 
Mothers Day Contest 
Box 399 
Terrac e , B.C. 
or DELIVER TO: 
Terrace /Kitirnat Daily Herald 
3212 Kalum Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
or IN KITIMAT: 
Pat Zelinski 
11 Turney Street 
Kitimat, B.C. V8C 2K9 
i 
! 
NOVA SCOTIA 
woman, apparently 
in Terrace. 
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Street Patrols, Tried in Rupert and Kenora, Might Be 4nswer 
/ 
/ 
:. / 
I~ . 
;~ 'i ' .......... " " " "  " :  :, 
BANK OF. Ix~OVA 
p, 
It, 
e 
rests on sidewalk gutter eariy 
I 
~I• I 
i 
: :  ........ 
pulls 
# 
• . 
asks 
J 
~)"  
can make it by herself. 
-I 
J ~' 
ewoman offers woman a ride home in 
/ 
/• 
: .:: .: !!, .:.., . :  
/.' 
J 
f : :  
..",,.,,. 
.-,,,. -• , :  
drags her 
" L 
heels in protest 
/ /  
/ 
/ • 
/•  
/ , .  
as poncewoman s teers  her  tb  ......... car .  
',, . . . . .  
. :  :,~ . . . .  i :  ! : .... 
ce ear, woman puts uplstruggle, refusing to get in. ~sing techniques taught in RCMP traininglscl~ool, the policewoman gets 
. I wnm:~n in  the  no l iee  e~r  and  dr ives  o f f . ,  
f 
Above photos: Human tragedy on Sunday Morning Poses Problem To Helpers 
The above •photos of an all too familiar scene encouraging.• He felt "the oilier generation" year-round welfare program if the federal and posure, drowni~nt~g and train accidents. 
are not depicted to belittle anyone, condemn, may have to largely be written off, and con- provincial governments agree to finance the Morrison said the study showed most cases of 
anyone, or just to "sell papers". They are centration given to prevention of the younger • scheme. . violent death involved alcohol ab le .  
printed for a very definite anLi positive pur~se, generation from ending Up the same way. Organizers of the Kenora Native Street Patrol Under the patrol program, two two-man teams 
Scenes hke' the above occur nightly. - sometimes In Prince Ruuert,_ a' two-woman ~t,.,~,~t v'~*"l . . . . .  are calling on the govenments for funds to ex- patrol kenora streets from 4 p.m. to 8 a.m., 
five and six times a night, a high percentage worker s stem was tr .' ' " . " . . . . .  f y led for two years and was pand their assistance program. 
peru nauve eo le unaer me zmmence o cons~deredsuccess • g " P P " " ful. Itlapsedforawhilewhen Joe Morrison, administrator of the street 
alcohol. " funds were restricted, but may be in operation patrol, said his organization wants to hire two 
During the visit of Ron George, executive vice 
president of the United Native Nations, the 
problems relating to native persons in distress in 
public was brought up. The HERALD editor 
asked Mr. George how best one could help in a 
situation where help appears to be needed, but is 
not Welcomed by the  distressed person. 
Frequently, in going,to the aid of such. a person,; 
the would-be helper;is met by abuse from the 
person he offers help, George's reply was not 
again. Persons in trouble on the street were 
assisted in conjunction with Friendship house, a 
drop-in shelter and male hostel operated by the 
United Church. Perhaps a street patrol system 
might be the ~nswer to needs in Terrace and 
KiUmat. Here is what Kenora, Ontario, is at- 
teml)ting: 
workers to patrol Kenora's streets after dark, 
helping people who are unable to find shelter or 
who need medical attention. 
The street patrol, founded in 1975,' has been 
credited this.winter with assisting 374 persons 
who were unable to find shelter, Morrison said. 
Morrison said the street patrol was established 
KENORA, ont. ( cP )  . A street-p.atrol after studies by the Kenora social planning 
program designed to assist native people suf- committee showe(~ that one person a week was 
fering from alcohol problems may turn into a dying violently in the Kenora area from •ex- 
helping home and assisting persons who have- 
medical and social problems. 
Gerry Norris, director of the Kenora 
Children's Aid Society, said" the street patrol 
a~sisted his organization last winter by 
discover.lng 14 cases of child abandonment." 
Kenora police say the patrol was responsible 
for finding and •helping between 30 and 40 people 
who fell asleep in snowbanks during the winter. 
Morrison estimates the street-patrol program 
cost $21,8000 for four months' operation last 
winter andsaid the cost would increase to $72,000 
annually if additional staff are hired and the 
program expanded. 
Co-ordinating wallcoverings provide an interesting 
decorating idea in a girl 's bedroom. "It Isn't Raining 
Rain" and "Flower Drops" are from the new Young 'N 
Fanciful collection of pre-pasted, scrubbable and dry- 
strippahle wallcoverings by Sunworthy. 
W allooverings a 'Natural' in Ohildren's Rooms 
Walleoverlngs today have a 
pla~e in every room in the 
home, whether one lives in a 
house or apartment. 
"But nowhere do they have 
quite as much impact as in 
children's rooms where they 
really are a 'natural' in 
many ways," says Mary 
Prud'homme, Interior 
Design and Color Consultant, 
Sunworthy Wallcoverings. 
Take, for instance, as a 
start: the nursery. It has 
been found that babies 
almost from day one respond 
positively to the stimulation 
of color and pattern. So what 
could more readily provide a
colorful visual environment 
than wallcoverings? The 
ones made for the nursery 
today, too, are a whole lot 
more colorful and well- 
styled than back when 
everything had to be pastel 
end wishy.wasby. 
Then, throug h the years, 
wnllcoyerhige can continue ceiling height for a canopy 
to 'provide specific effect. 
backgrounds that keep pace 
with the special growth Boys or girls right through 
development and interests of to their late teens can have 
the child.. Pre.schools can fun decorating their 
have fun learning their bedrooms around a specific 
ABC's, numbers, or ev~ theme taken from a 
their first words straight off walleovering. A space- 
the walls of their bedrooms: oriented design could be 
Later, they can pick a carried through with the 
walleovering that features appropriate models, toys, 
their own favorite nursery general bric.a-brac, even 
rhyme or cartoon charae- "space' lighting. Here, the 
tens. wageovering is a way to 
companion pattern up • wallcoverings .in ~lldren's 
behind the bed and use it to and-or teens' rooms todiiy. 
cover a small valance at : For one, the pre-pasted 
varieties are very easy to put 
on, even older children multi 
helptodo this. If you choose 
the scribbable.variety which 
is generally recommended 
for children's rooms, then 
you don't have to worry all 
the time about ehildr~en 
crayoning ordrawing on the 
walls, for it will all come off. 
The dry-strippables are 
The young sophlsUcates 
can have a totally individual 
look, ff a wallcovering of 
their choice is used in a 
decorative way. Ohe idea 
might be to use one pattern 
on the walls and then take a 
stimulate the child's ' 
imagination, It's mere likely 
that he child will beproud to 
show the room off and might 
try a little harder to keep it 
reasonably neat and tidy. 
There are also some ,¢ery 
practical aspects of putting 
simple to take down with a 
minimum of fuss and bother 
when it's time for a change 
or a different look. 
All these properties can be 
found in the new Young 'N 
Fanciful collection by 
Sunworthy; which offers a 
wide selection of patterns for 
children of all ages and also 
some more fanciful designs 
for the young at heart. 
A walleoverlng with a popular space theme, such as 
"Starships" ie hound to capture a youngster's 
imagination, it comes with a to.ordinating stripe "On 
The Line", and both are from sunworthy's new Young 
'N Fanciful collection of pre-pasted, seribbable and 
dry.stippahle walleoverings. 
A New Home for 
Laundry Appliances 
There's no •need to rele- 
gate those laundry ap- 
pliances to the garage, away. 
from house activity. How 
much morcpractical to keep 
your washer and dryer in 
the house, where you can 
keep an eye on youngsters 
or the pot roast. 
Partition off a section of 
the family room to make a 
new home for your ap- 
pliances . . .  or find a corner 
for them in the kitchen. 
Wasted space under' the 
stairway can function more 
usefully as a new laundry 
center than a catch-all. Af- 
ter all, you use the washer 
and dryer more often than 
those golf clubs, probably! 
The back porch is also a 
handy place to store laundry 
appliances and may be able 
to function as a combination 
laundry and playroom. 
Conserving Gas 
in the Home 
There are many ways we 
can insure that America 
won't "run out of gas" at 
home. Foi" instance, you can 
save a great d6al on gas sim-' 
ply by 'lowering the ther- 
mostat. And, you can keep 
the heat in and the cold out 
in winter with storm win- 
dows and weathcrstripping. 
In the kitchen, remember 
to Use small amounts of" 
water when boiling, so that 
less cooking time is needed. 
And, keep flame lowered to 
simmer --  food will cook 
just as quickly. 
One small drip can waste 
more than a thousand gal- 
lons a year, so do keep 
hucets working pr0pcrly. ,, 
Make that shower a short 
one, or if you prefer a tub 
hath, use less water. 
• :" ":"~. ":..:. ":":',~'¢..:..:..:.'¢.':..'.. ~,:  6 ,¢.,:. 
Painting Tip: 
You can make your'house 
look longer and taller by us- 
ing a.white paint or a hue of 
light value. If you want hat 
same house to look smaller. 
you can p~lint the siding :~ 
~lark color. 
To cmplu~siz¢ l'~=~tures 
like dormer ~6ndo~s. door- 
x~;l.x+. ¢t¢.. p;tint th¢ln to 
¢Otltr,l>t xtitll roof ;llld 
.~Jdlll~. J'o [ll;tkc (hctll ICS.~ 
¢Oll.~pjCtlOtl.~. p,lJlll [h~111 the 
.~1111~ color ~1.~ the .~urround- 
big ~lr¢~ts. . .................. 
The peaceful environment ot the 4bUU 10lOCK OT ~rcma=. ~v=, ,u= u , , , . ,  
spacious lot area affol'ded by this setting, only enhances the life style 
of any family residing in this home. The large sundeck with southern 
exposure, offers sun packed afternoons, warm evening barbecues or 
quiet periods of conversation with friends and neighbors. 
With schools, iust blocks away, young children can be home in but a 
few minutes, and then Off to play with their neighborhood friends. 
Dad has room on the double paved drive to park his boat or camper. 
Should teenagers be your family young ones, there's plenty of room 
to park their cars find not block the driveway. 
Inside for morn, this fhre~ bedroom home offers a guest room in the 
basement. There is also two full bathrooms. An above average size 
dining area, leaves plenty of elbow room and ample cupboard space 
in the kitchen. Everything within easy reach in preparing the family 
meals. With carpeting thrbughout this home, and a full length floor 
to ceiling book case in the livingroom, mom, dad and all the children 
will be proud to call this house their home. 
We at Realty World enjoy helping the people of our community find 
just the right home for their family. Why not phone today or better 
yet come in and visit. We'd l i ke to meet you. Any of our professions I 
Real Estate salespei'sons wlll~be pleased to show you this hom~ an@: 
• many others we have on display in our office through "Realscope". 
A World of Difference. 
Spacious family home 
tastefully decorated end in 
excellent condition. 
Formal dining room plus 
informal eating area. 
~Atractive living ,plus 
Family room with bar. 
~ames room. Three 
t)edrooms. Ensuite 
~athroom. Landscaped 
and nlany other fine 
fe.atures. Call Frank or see 
it on Realscope in o0r of- 
Fice. 
i • :i 
For'the large family~ Over 
1300 sq.' fl, of living space 
pluS" basement suite in a 
full basement. Fully 
landscaped lot, close to 
school. Reasonable taxes. 
Well constructed home and 
priced at $$3,000. Call 
Horst or Christel. 
Information. 
! '  
................ =,H~.;I~ i: , 
| 
Ideal home for the growing 
family. Large carport, 
landscaped yard, 2 levels of 
living, 4 bedrooms plus 
~rap around sundeck. 
Phone" Frank 'for ap- 
pointment o view. , 
Looking fo r` a larger 
family home? Try this 
onel Three bedrooms, two 
fireplaces, 9onvenient 
location and good neigh- 
borhood add to the at- 
tractiveness o f  this 
property. Asking $60,000. 
Call Kelly D. or drop in to 
our office and view this 
property on "Realscope,". 
Three bedroom home on 
Afar  Avenue. Asking 
S26,500. Half acre lot, 
paved street, all municipal 
services. Call Frank. 
Home and 5.36 acresl Well 
designed split level, 3 
bedroom home, takes full 
advantage of the contours 
of the land. Only 2 years 
old 1176 sq. ft., horse barn 
and corral Must be seen to 
be appreciated. Asking 
$62,500. Call Horst or 
Christel for  more in. 
formation. 
The home of your dreamsl 
Four bedrooms, fireplace, 
exceptional view and 
spac ious  comfor t  
throughout are just a few of 
the features. Attached two 
car garage and quiet 
location. Asking $66,500. 
.Call Kelly. 
Central location, double 
attached garage and three 
bedrooms. Landscaped lot 
on pavement asking 
$56,000. Call Kelly and 
arrange a viewing today. 
AFTER 0FFIOE HOURS 
~| ' : ,  ,, SOL i 
iced to sell. This clean_ 
and 2 downstair 
gas heat, landsca 
situated in a 
neighborhood. 
$47,500. For 
formation call 
Christel. 
Well kept family 
full basement, 1' 
Has three large 
ensulte plum! 
natural gas hea 1 
nicely landsc 
makes this an 
property. Askin 
To view call 
Christel. 
Exceptionally attract 
and clean 3 bedroom ho~ 
• In Uplands area. Featu 
wall to wall carpell 
fireplace and ensuite 
master bedroom. 
Economically heated 
natural gas, 1140 sq. t 
Asking price S58,000. ( 
Horst or Christel for 
appointment to view. 
J HORST GODLINSK I  . 635-5397 KELLY  SQUIRES . 635-761 
i FRANK SK IDMORE.  635-5691 CHRIsTEL  GODLINSK I  . 635-53S 
• "~ A1  
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• MCCOLL . -  
REAL i E-S ATE. sERVncES 
A;J. McCOLL (Notary  Public} 
i . . . ! ,  ! 635i6131 . 
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A floral stripe wailcovering, such as this one, "Zanzibar", can give your home a lift this Spring and keep it looking good 
for years to come. It's from the Nice 'N Easy collection ef pre-pmted, washable and peelable walleoverings by 
~ ' ~ \ ~ ; ~  ~.~.~,~.~. ' . : .~ . , "~~.~,~ . ?. .~:.~::~i~ \ ~ i ~ ~ i ~  
Wallooverinp Easy .Way to Spruce Up For Spring 
One of the easiest ways to 
get a fresh new look with a 
minimum of work and ex. 
peme in the home this Spring 
is with wallceverings. 
"Everyone f els theurge to 
get oit and make changes in 
the Spring, whether to one's 
bONe or wardrobe. In terms 
of the docoratiug effect and 
value for . money, 
wa]lcoveri~s have to be 
your best bet for the home," 
says Mary Prud'homme, 
Intorin~ Design and Color 
Consultant for Sunworthy 
Wallcoverin~. 
The'  results are almost 
instantaneous and, as walls textured 
take up the greater part of a throughout a small apart- 
room's surface, they also merit to bring everything 
provide the biggest impact, into focus for a total look. 
One of the most so obvious Today it really is easy to  
advantages is that get walleaverings for every 
wallcoverings can easily pull room in the house; regar- 
a decorating scheme dless of its function. So why 
together. In this way, you net give your living room a 
could get a totally fresh, new new lease on life this Spring 
10ok for Spring, plus a more with one of the new, softer 
co-ordinatnd appearance, gee=nettle ooks. Brightea easy to put up with a 
One way might be to use up your bedroom with minimum 0f mess and fuss. 
companion wallooverings in bouquets ofprcttyflowereor Once up, the washable 
a kitchen and breakfast paper a boy's room with wallcoverings are easy to 
room to visually connect the scenes from the Wild West. keep clean and, come next 
two areas. Another way Be bold and liven up your Spring, will only need to be 
might be to use a simple kitchen with an all.over washed own to make them 
wallcovering design of things good enough 
to eat, or a breakfast nook 
with a fresh floral stripe. 
Think of the sheer impact it 
can make on those bland, off-. 
white walls. 
Today's walleoverings 
have all the characteristics 
the busy homemaker needs. 
Pra.trimmed and pre-pusted 
walleoverings really are 
"Cleaning Up" the Classics: 
look just like new again. If 
you buy the peelable variety, 
it is easily taken down when 
you feel like a new look. The 
Power Team vacu.um, new Nice 'N Easy collection 
from Sunworthy has all of 
Fretwork and desig, thesequaliilea. 
details abound in new fur- In today's economy when 
niture pieces with Egyptian the decorating dollar has to 
overtones, o plan on using go along way, it's nice to 
your vac's 'upholstery tool know that wallcoverings 
to reach thos e !ntricately citer a lot of value for the 
carved accents, money. , 
~:::~:::~:::::~:~:::~:::;.~::~:~:;:;i;:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:::::~:~:~:~:~:~i~:~:::::::~:~:~:~:~:::~:~:~:::::~:~!~:~:~:~::~:~:~:.:;~;~..~:~:!:.:.:..~.:::.::::~:::;~.~:~:;.~:~:~:~ 
From King Tut to Paul 
Bunyan, it's a revival of the 
classics in furniture. 
Inspired by Egyptian art 
and artifacts and American 
classics from the Federal 
through the Victorian 
periods, the" contrast be- 
tween King Tut and Paul 
Bunyan dramatizes the wide 
array of styles rapidly gain- 
ing acceptance among 
American consumers.' 
While much of the styling 
is European inspired ' -  
from Mediterranean 'to 
country French to Italian 
modern - -  American styling 
isn't being overlooked 
either, as more and more 
cofisumers opt' for massive 
wood scaling, front-porch 
and sun-room looks and 
evenMission furniture. Yes, 
nostalgia is alive and well. " 
If your personal I!ving 
room environment focuses 
on the "best from the past,"' 
hc/e's ome advice from the 
vacuum;cleaner people at 
Eureka to help keep it look- 
ing tidy. 
For quick pickups of 
easily removable debris such 
as crumbs and large dust 
flecks, Use a hand vacuum 
cleaner. Weighing less than 
five pounds, ahand vac is es- 
pecially designed for above- 
the-floor cleaning and 
comes with such accessor.ies 
as an upholstery ,brush and 
crevice tool for reaching: 
behind cushions. 
• "A band vac is also useful 
for removing dust' and grit 
f rom wicker furniture,. 
which is looking more nos- 
J 
talgic and classic every day. 
More. elusive dirt and grit 
lurking under cushions and 
in bindings ,, can be easily 
removed with the upholstery 
brush and crevice tool of 
tour upright, canister, or 
Reel Inn/Motel located on Highway 16. 
8 furnished etached cabins (all with color T.V,) 
6 trailer sites. 
1 - 42' house trailer (rented). 
Large 4 bedroom home with sufficient laundry facilities for 
the motel laundry, q 
Also hook-ups for overnight c a m p e r s . .  
Close to the good fishing areas. 
Occupancy rate is excellent. 
Have a business of your own in pleasant surroundings.. 
For complete details on thisWorthwhile.listing Contact: 
/ 
McColl Real Estate Services Ltd. 
3239 Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C. 
.. Phone 635-6131 
. . . . .  , . ,  . . . . . .  ,.,., o,, o..,, • ~. ~.~°:~.~°~.~.~..°~.~......~'.~..°.~.~.°~°~.~....~'.:.;~;°;:;~;.~.;~;°~.~;~:q°;~;~;.~.~.-~p:.;.~;~;.;*P: ~:~;~.~;;;;~;.~.~;;~;~°~: .~.;~.~;:~.~.~.~.°~...~..~`; ;~°.-. .. .~.°..~, . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . .  . . . .  • •. • 
Hints  On Having High 
You can give your home a 
great feeling of traditional 
elegance with very. little 
money or effort if you do 
something simple. 
You may not have a 
12-foot fireplace in the, 
dining room, but you can 
create a similar effect by 
hanging a few ancient- 
looking andirons and other 
Early American fireplace ac- 
Up against he wall put an 
American primitive print if 
you haven't any porteaits of 
your own ancestors. 
Set out some straight- 
backed chairs with rattan 
• seats and add a trestle table, 
keeping the bare wood 
brightly polished. 
When you get down to it, 
the floor is what really 
carries the look. Now your 
floors can look as fashion- 
cessories on the wall. Try a . ably • old-fashioned as the 
brass scoop, or a cast-iron rest of the room but still be 
pot on a hook, and set a very easy to care for, be- 
huge stone jug on the floor cause the warmth of wood 
nearby. ," is available in textured, re- 
Beavers' teeth grow at .the rate of about one 
inch a month-but  they are worn down ~,t ap. 
p/ox imate ly  t i l e  same rate by their gnawing wood. 
• Investment Properly: Well 
constructed side by side 
duplex - each side has full 
basement, auto oli furnace, 
hardwood floors. Rent one 
side and live in the other. 
Owner anxious 1o sell and 
wil l  consider reasonable 
offers. 
Thornhill Area: Cute 2 
bedroom home on Cement 
rlngwall with fireplace. 
Large lot with 100' of road 
f rontage on dead-end 
street. Guest house - wired 
and plumbed on properly 
as well as chicken house. 
the chlckens could go with 
it. 
An excellent well ap- 
pointed home for a couple 
or small family. Sensibly 
oriced r 
k 
m 
Just Listed: One'year old 
home in town on blacktop. 
Full  basement, carport ,  
good carpet ing,  2 
fireplaces. An excellent 
buy at only $45,000. This 
home is presently vacant 
so occupancy could be 
immediate. 
! 
In Town: Landscaped lot 
and fruit trees. 2 bedrooms 
on' main floor plus large 
bedroom or rumpus:room 
in full basement. Large 
carpeted I iv lng room, 
dining area off well ap- 
peinted kitchen. A really 
cozy and comfortable  
house with. many distinct 
features. Priced to sell as 
owner transferred; 
Contact 
McColl Real Estate 
Services Ltd. 
Fashion At  Low Cost 
silient flooring, ing and contains a barrier 
A random width, pegged coat called "Aquabar" 
colonial plank flooring is which guards against dam- 
cushioned for comfort age due to moisture. 
underfoot and ca l led / To topitoff, addw0oden 
"Williamsburg Plank." It's (or wood-like) beams to 
part of the" Class•con collec- walls and ceiling and set 
tion from Mannlngton Mills. some rustic baskets and 
Available in 6- to 12-foot bowls "of fruit and flowers 
widths, it never needs wax- around. 
DOUOLAS .ii 
~,.CHANNEr - -  - 
:~ \.]~'~ REALTY ~ "  
632-4721 
DAVE SERRY 
632.4426 
 /nrxwtsr 
REAL ESTATE BO~!  
OFFIC IAL  BLOCK BROS.  ASSOCIATE DEALERS 
KITIMAT 
"The Performers" 
HOMES FOR SALE 
85 Mallard - Fourplex 
J-43 - Doublewide Mobile Home 
4 Petrel - Single Family w/basement 
27 Finch - 1 1/2Storey Revenue 
76 Carlson - Large Prestige Home 
J-20- 2 Bedroom Mobile Home 
MARCH SALES 
8-20 Clifford Street 
3 Davy Cresont 
27 Omenica Street 
15 Heron SWeet 
1629 Gryfalcon Street. 
889 Columbia Street 
28 Hawk Street 
J.~) Vista Village 
44 Gywn Street 
1st Avenue, Lakelse Lake 
91 Okanapn.Street 
7-486 Quataino - , 
HAVING TROUBLE SELLING YOUR 
.HOME? TALK TO THE "PERFORMERS" 
DOUGLASCHANNEL "PERFORMS" 
WE OFFER SERVICES IN 
APPRAISALS- PROPERTY MANAGEMENT 
LOT SALES-- DEVELOPMENT 
CANADA WIDE REFERRAL SERVICE 
MORTGAGE ADVICE 
and 
ASSISTANCE 
Don't Fool Around With Half A Service 
Talk To A Full Service Real Estate Office 
We Are Here To Help You -Professionaliy 
CAN WE SELL YOURS?-- JUST TRY US 
IlUIUImUnIlUllilUlllll!UllllilUllllllllllIlIlIIIIIIIIilIIIIIIIIlIIl~ 
i 
• Business Opportunity 
RV • ¥1  bR I !  f lUH I I I  • 
• Sawmill, with 120 acres and approximately2,000,()0O ft. of 
• timber, at Klfsel'as, wlth new log home and cabin. Chance 
for someone to take over existing tie contracts etc. 
,m Completely equipped, list of equipment available. Asking 
$]00,000 or will sell land t imber a.nd buildings separate. 
• Four large duplex units on Paquette St. on one acre, 3 and 
• 2 bedroom units, spacious, well built, reduced con- 
slderably to $68,000. 'Excellent revenue with home for" 
I owner. 
for ' $42,500. Two residences on Clarke Dr. A nice 3 
• bedroom home with separate util ity ahd aHached garage, 
J attractive Ilvingroom and kitchen, plus 2 bedroom rental 
home, clean and well' kept. Low prlc:e to sell quickly as 
I I  owners moving. ' '*  " ' ' 
Almost 1 acre, Lakelse Lake Rd. near Thornhill Rd. 
Rural setting, 4 bedrooms, study, full basement, second 
bathroom, rec room with fl replace, maln floor dining area 
plus living room. Built In range and oven, garage and 
play house. Nice home privacy, but close.in all for $44,500. 
Offers welcome. 
95 percent financing available for modern 3 bedroom 
homeon Weber St. Carpeted living room and bedrooms. 
Full bathroom, compact kitchen, carport, storage room, 
natural gas heat and h.w. Only $26,S00. 
Neat 2 bedroom home on McConnell Ave. Attractively 
decorated Interior, gas heat, spacious kitchen. Im. 
maculate landscaping with Japanese garden, shrubs, 
lawn, carport, insulated workshop tool shed. Asking 
$31,900. Open to'offers. 
Skeena St. Gossen Creek, 1.~5 acres, 2 bedroom, compact 
residence with nice interior, some carpet, well kept, at. Craig Dr. duplex home, 1,400sq. ft. each level, 3 bedrooms 
• each unit, full bathrooms, large kitchen, living rooms tractive kltchen-I lvlng room. Drilled well, also extra dug 
[ ]  amplercarpet. Man f oor has f replace, basement suite . ^.  o~ . . . . . .  h~,4 All for ¢26 500 
_ has rec room. Carport. Excellent value for $49,000. 
! Several Mobile lots avallable at C()pperside Estate, Ask ~JS about our other listings of homes~ acreages and 
~= Oueensway area from $6,500 and u'p. Ready to move onto. businesses. 
m A;E. Le Page Limited Coast ~ I~ Coast Real Estate Service 
I 
mm 
[] 
mm 
i 
• i 
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$' to b.e made 
WE NEED CARRIERS 
.. T.,s, ...:is: a n d 
ql 
t 
Caledonia Drive 
Lavolle 
Lambly 
Oramor 
EvorKroen 
Fueney 
Keefer 
Ken 
Pohlu Orosoentivew 
Sunset Mountainview 
• Akroyd Walsh - 4400 
,Aroher , Old Lakulsu 
Dull Saddu 
Hvq, 16 W, - 4700-4900 
Keith - 5iHIO,.HO0 
Olark- ,2600-2700 
Graham -490 
Kale  - 3200-3000 
PRIZE'S to be 
,.pple Toynbee Keith . 4400-4700 W O  N 
Utile Valluyviuw " Eby ' 2400-2900 
Marsh gsk Oedarvale 
PHONE 
DAWN 0 
635-6367 
NAME 
APPLIOATION FORM 
ADDRESS,,___ 
OITY 
PHONE 
Aaf_. 
,0  
m =-  MAIL  TO ' , 
ea . .h  i t  ~ !,, TERRACEIK IT IM~' I  
I ~W I I I I  l '~ IJhdll, ,,,~,,,.,.,,, .... " • aim. , I DALLY HERALD 
' ~ :  .... I BOX 399 
~~-- - -~~~, ,~ i . J~ TE,.RRACE._ B.C. 
) 
I 
19'HELP WANTED 
J 
. o  
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37. :PETS 
•38, 
32 .... BICYCLES, 
MOTORCYCLES 
to classify ads under CLASS IF IED RATES 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
within 10days of expiry of an 
advertisement will ' be 
• destroyed unless mailing 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
• Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals bf 
clocumenfs 1o avoid loss. 
All claims 'of errors in 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It Is agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting space" 
that the liability of the 
Herlld In the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the event of an error 
appearing in the ad- 
vlrtlsement as published 
shall be limited to the 
amount •paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one In- 
correct Insertion for the 
portion of the~ advertising 
space occupied by the In. 
correct or omitted Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greeter 
them the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad. 
vertlsln9 that discriminates 
aga!nst any person' because" 
of his race, religion, sex, 
¢oloi', nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition is 
Justified by a bona fide 
reClulremenf or the w~k 
Involved. 
Publ ished at  Ter race  
B.C. 5 days a week 
Monday to Friday, .at" 
ter eqems 
PUBL ISHER 
Don Crornack 
SUBSCRIPT ION 
RATES 
Ef fect ive October 1, 
1977 ' : 
Single COlbY 20c 
By C] r r le r  ruth 3.00 
, By Car r ie r  year  36.00 
By Ma i l  3 ruth 12,00 
By Ma i l  6 mth 22.00 
By Ma i l  year  40.00 
Senior Citizen year  
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.00.' 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2M9 
Telephone: 
112-604.635-6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.6357 
, 
COMING EVENTS 
1 
- .•  . .  _ • 
NOTICE '- 
33. FOR SALE 
MISC, 
Sant0Corvetlo, mlmeet will 
perform "Metamorphlsls", 
May 18 and 19 Jn the Verltas 
Sym at 3:30 p,m, lan Booth 
will perform "Mark Twain In 
Parian" May 18 and 19 at the 
Clarence Mlchlel Gym at 
3:30 p.m.T.Ickets for both 
performances are available 
at the door et Sl.00 per 
person. These performances 
are presented In conlunctlon 
,with Kermode Theatre '78, 
Tickets qre still available for 
a l l3  performances of the 
Royal~.Wlnnlpeg Ballet May 
5thand6that the R,E.M. Lee 
rheatra In.Terrace. 
Tickets colt $8.00 
Reduced Price of $4 for 
chlld~;en fo r  Saturday 
Matlnle Performance only. 
Write, enclosing a cheque for 
tickets, to the Tee'race and 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20; words or less $2.0(0 per 
;nsertlon, over 20 words S 
cents per word. 
3 or more .consecutive In- 
sertions $1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
6OX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.2S mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
Insertion. 
LEGAL- POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD. .  
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column Inch. , 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$3.00 per line per month, r 
On a 4 month basis only. 
" DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: • " 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 
Service charge of ~.08 ~ all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
TIONS: 
NO charge provided news 
submitted within one month. 
~.00 production charge for 
wedding and~r engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write-ups) received onl 
month or more after event 
$18.00 charge, with Or 
without, pleture. Sublect to 
©ondensetlon. .Payable In 
advance. 
CLASSIFIED 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 
Funerals 
Cards of Thanks 
Memorial Notices 
PHONE 635.6357 
AN- 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
The Vancouver Playhouse, 
British Co!umbla's molar  
professional ' theatre will 
present Joe Ortln's 
outragelous black comedy 
"Loot" on Wednesday May 
17el the R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
Terrace at 8 p.m. "Loot" a 
long running hit In London 
and ~ Rroadwav Is a zany, 
Mzlrre upslda:, down comedy 
In a Meaty Python vein. 
Tlcketsare available In May 
at Terrace Sight and Sound 
and Terrace Library. For 
further Information call 635. 
7318. "Loot:' is a part o f  
Kermode Theatre '78. ,• 
Kermode Theatre'78,* the. 
'B.C. High School Drama' 
Festival will take place In 
• the R.E.M. Lee TheatreMay 
18.20 at 8 p.n. The malnetage 
'Showcase' conslets of award 
winning student plays 
performed nightly for ad. 
Judlcatlon. Tickets available 
In May from Terrace Sight 
and Sound' and Terrace 
Library. /
Native Women's Workshop 7 
p.m. Wednesday, May 3rd, 
1978 at Kermode Friendship 
Centre, 4451 Grleg Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. 
There will be an 
organizational Sube Diving. 
Club meeting Monday May, 
1st,8 p.m. in the arena 
banquet room. All Interested 
divers welcome. 
• Baby Clinic every Tuesday 
starting at 1:30 p.m. 
- Thornhill Baby Clinic every 
2nd and 4th Friday at the 
Community Centre from 1:3(: 
• 4:00 p.m. 
- Adult Cl inics./~nl Wed. & 
Frl., from 3:00 - to 4:00 p.m. 
- V.O. Clinic .3:00 p.m. every 
,V~n. & Thurs. 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Was Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
635.3479 anytime 
(A J12) 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd lobs for the jobless. 
Phone 635-4535. 3238 Kalum 
(ctt) 
ABLE ELECTRIC I.TD. 
Electrical and Refrigeration 
oontraet. • 
House wiring. 
63S.SlT6 
(elf) 
FULLER BRUSH " 
Order now by phone. Phone 
or n~ake an appointment. 
Marnle 635.9721. 
Caretakers for' small farm 
located Nass Valley . 57 
miles from Te/'race. Garden 
spot. Fc~rm anlm¢ls to Care 
for. Prefer couple.. Wages 
negotiable. Call 633-2247 (p5- 
6) 
Kitlmat Child 
Development Centre 
.requires Sept. 1st 1978 
PRESCHOOL SUPER- 
VISOR 
Experience preferred 
with 
SPECIAL NEEDS 
CHILDREN 
Apply before June 15th 1978 
to: * 
Ms. Jennifer Davies, 
Executive Director, 
Child Development Centre, 
172-3rd St. Kiflmat, B.C. veC 
2H5 
(C!2-7th f-ju.) 
PARENTS IN CRISIS 
Are you making your own 1975 Honda 500 twin cyl. 
life and your children's Extended forks and headers. 
Low mileage and 1 Shure miserable? Do you con. 
stemtly ell at your c.hlldron, P.A. ' system. Like new 
orhltthem, or flnd it hard to condition call after 5 635. 
control yo~r angry feelings 5133. (p7-3) 
toward them?, OWNER MUST SELL! i976 
P.I.C/s goal is fo help you CB400 Supersport. One of 
become the loving con. Honcla's best.handling mid 
st'ruetlve parent you really size blke's. Also two helmets 
want to be. i and motor cycle suit 
All Inqui res  absolutely (Belstaff) Plus complete 
confidential, tune-up kit. Only 3,000 
Phone Mary or John 635-4419 milesll Phone 685.3846 after 
5.50 RAPE RELIEF 5:30 o,r phone 635-6357 durlng, 
5.50 & CRISIS LINE day. Ask for Brad (sff)• 
5.50 FOR WOMEN 
5.50 CALL &15.7568 
OR 
635-Ti28 
(cff) 
~keena District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of .a Land Ranger 
.Compmy In the Thornhlll 
area. Girls batween the ages 
of 14 and 10 who'are In. 
forested please call 635.3061 
or 638.1269 (ctf) 
Weight Watchers m~tln§ 
held every Tueoday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hi l l ,  ,1907 Lazello Avenue. 
The Terrace Little Theatre 
play "Leaving Home"~has 
been postponed to Saturday, 
/~Aay 13tb and Sunday, May 
14th due to mlnor productlon 
setbacks. 
;Mternatlve Energy En. 
thuslasts - Solar, Wind, 
Methane, Hydroelectric, 
Wood etc. - Are you currmtly 
designing or .experimenting 
with small.scale renewable 
energy systems? The 
Pacific Rim Education 
Prolect Is sett ing up a 
Northern Network.  to 
facilitate development o! 
such systems. Pictures and 
prolect descriptions are 
needed for a booklet to be 
published this spring. Write 
BOX 707, Terrace, B.C. (wthf 
to may11) 
A meeting" will be held 
Wednesday, May ~, 1978 ~t 
8:00 p.m. • at the Terrace 
Child Minding Centre; If you 
ere Interested In keeping the 
• Child.Minding Centre Open, 
please offend. 
The Terrace Art Assooletlo~n 
• Is hold Ing a Picture Loan on 
Wednesday May 3r(~ In the 
Terrace l.lbrary Arts Room; 
Paintings should be returned 
at 7:30 p,m. so_they can be 
put on display for selection 
Everyone 'Welcome .... 
• Thank you 
INCHES AWAY CLUB. 
Meetevery Tuesday night at 
8 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more information phone 
635.3747.or. 635-3023.. '. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFTSHOP 
Mi l ls  Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For i~lckup service phone 
635.5320 or 6~5.$233, or leave 
danatlons at the Thrift shop 
oh Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between. 11:00 
a,m, and 3:00. p,m, Thank 
/you..(nc) . l 
, ,  i 
VIc and June Potullckl, Erln 
and Eric and AI and Margot 
Pranz, Tracy and Calico, 
family of the late Trevor 
Mills Memorial Hospital Franz wish to thank all the 
Auxiliary Thrift Shop on friends and relatives, for 
Lazelle now offers a full~ their help during the 
~stock of Spring and Summer famlly'e time of need. (cl.2) 
wear, Drop In on Saturdays 
ifrom 11:00.4;30p,m., ' 14, BUSI "''~'nc:b~ 
DAN(~E REVUE'70 • P'ERSO NAL • 52, ~WANTED : i  
TO RENT 
Oletrlct Arts Counclh Box 35,. the Vlckl Parlalnen Dancel's, 
Terrace, B,C, For m()re May 12th, 8:00 p.m,,'R,E~M, 'THE HOBBY HUT 
Information phone 635.2101, Lee Theatre,.TI;:kets: Betty Ceramic supplies & 
• Wann 635.6373, Bev Evans. GPeenware, air brushing 
f 
B.C.O.A.P,O. ~.' Annual Fall 635.706e, Maxlne Cummlng • available, custom firing. 
Bazaar. -November 18th 638.8~40, Adults ' $2.00, 3936 McNeil St, 
1978. '~rena Banquet Room, Children $1.00 635-9393 
Must sell; 1976 Honda GL 
1000. In excellent condition. 
Phone 635.3855 or view at 
4404 Welsh Ave. (p20.mayg) 
• 1978 TS 125 Suzuki trail bike 
for sale. 400 miles and In 
excellent c~ndltlon. Asking 
5800,00. Phone 638.1072 after 
6 p.m. 
(fin) 
LOOKING FOR FUR-  
N ITUREt  
For excellent prices on 
furniture see the bar'g;,In 
floor at FRED'S FUR. 
NITURE LTD. 
Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace 635-3630 
SECOND FLOOR (cTF) 
Must Sell: 1975 Honda CB 400 
Sypersport 10,000 miles. 
Asking. $1!00 View at 4815 
Scott Ave. or phone 635.5773 
(pS-4) 
For* Sale: 1977 XS65OD 
Yamaha Motor Cycle. 
Complete with windshield, 
crash guards and back 
carrier. 1700 kilo. In ex. 
cellent condition, d3S-2"142 
1974 Yamaha Endure 125 
$500 phone 635.6986 after 5 
p.m. !pS.S) 
Top Quality mixed haY. for 
sale, Heavy bales 847.3165 
(c12t,w,th,may4) 
68 Ford Falcon,' stereo amp 
65 watt, stereo or TV stand. 
Man and woman en- 
cyclopedias, 23' color TV 
phone 635.4561 (pS.S) 
For Sale: i30  H,P, Volvo 
motor on 270 Chrysler 
Marine leg,  Excellent 
condition, Gauges and many 
extras Phone 635.4712 or 638. 
1051 (p3.3) 
For Sale: "Air Ease" 011 
furnace 112,000 B.T.U. 7V= 
years old and Ease "Aqua 
Thermlc" water heater and 
oll thank.~ Offers, 632.7682 
evenings, (c5.3) 
For Sale: Hardtop' tent 
trailer or tratle for piano. 
phone 635.7074 (c3.1) 
Electrolux vacuum cleaner 
with power head, excellent 
condition, se t B70.13 tubeless 
belted fires, phone 635..~257 
days 635.6609 evem. (p5.5) 
For Sale: Trusses• ?? for 
sale 2x6.24'long $15.00each 
638-1794 (c3-4) 
Wanted: Person to share 2 
bedroom apt. with single 
working girl, in downtown 
Terrace phone 635.6516 ask 
for Patti 9-6 (p5-5) 
Wanted to Rent: a 3 bedroom 
house for a reliable family. 
Needed immediately phone 
635-7543 (p5-6) 
Wanted to Rent: 1 or 2 
bedroom house or cabin. 
Wanted immediately.phone 
635-7216 Local 48 (p2.3) 
Purebred Irish Setters, 6 
weeks old phone 636-2391 636. 
2344 (c5.6) 
Red Malamute, German 
-Shephard cross puppies for 
sale - 7 weeks old phone 638. ~ 
1018. (P3.S) 
FOR SALE: 9V4 acres ~ 
mile north of town. Spring 
creek on property. Power 
available. Road starter. 
Phone (after 6) 635.4094 (cff 
t&f] 
3 and 5 acre parcels on 
Woodland Park Subdivision 
WANTED MISC. $14,000and $1900. Two lots 
: ~ ~ onlyleft. Onewithcresk. JD 
Proctor, 490 Anderton Road, 
Wanted full trained watch Comox, B.C. V9N 4B4 phone 
dog. 1 "to 3 year old. No 339-4736 (cS0.julyl) 
preference on breed. Phone Acreage for Sale in town by 
635-7216. (c10.4) owner. 2.3 acres.3 bedroom 
home. Basement finished, 
Bdrn, landscaped. Asking 
$69,000.00 Phone early 
evenings at 635-3620. 
(CTF May 5) 
See Build your home among 
P.M. PLASTICS beautiful arge cedars on lot 
for 150x210 Skeena St. Asking 
CANOES 11,500.00 Offers. Phone 635. 
also 5102 after 6 and weekends. 
Fibreglass Matt.Roving (173-1) 
• Cloth and Resin 
3890 Muller St. 
Phone 635-6684 
(cimon..1May) 
4(eystone Air Cool Outboard 
Engine 1.2 H.P., 18 Ibs. total• "1969 Baracuda Convertable, 
weight. Good working new 383 motor, mags, holly. 
condition $100phone 635-5338 carb, new paint. Asking 
anytime (p3-3) $2800 or nearest offer. (stf) 
For Sale: 13' Speed Boat. 635.6357 
Rated 20 h.p. $250 phone 635- For Sale: 1977 Chev 4x4 va, 
5833 (p4-5) auto loader 635.4294 (c5-4) 
1977 Toyota'Celica, Lift back 
638.1689 (p3-2) 
73 Renault front wheel drive, 
asking $1000 and 1976 Kx250 
For rent: Small cabin Hwy. motocross Kpwaski like new 
16 East Usk, situable for asking $1,000 638-1483 (cff) 
working man. Propane 
lights and conking facilities 'For Sale: 1967 Chevy Van, 
635-5704 (c3-3) (~ustom interior, porthole 
For Rent: on Kalum Lake windows, new paint, good 
Drive 1 bedroom house running gear, phone630.1529 
suitable for a single or a after 5 p.m. (p5-2) 
couple. Phone 635-5775 or VWVan 1977-7 passenger as 
635.5874 (p2.3) new with many extras, 7000 
miles 635.5290 after 6 and 
weekends; (cff) 
For Sale: 1977 Chev 4x4. V8, 
auto, loaded 635.4294 (c5-6) 
Deluxe 3 bedroom home, two Car of your dreams: $50, to 
, fireplaces. One and three ~ the person who needs a 
quarters bathrooms. Bright vehlcle that •runs. 1966 
kitchen wl.th eating area. Comet, V0, call 632.5706 or 
Finished basement sundeck, 635-6357, ask for Scott (sff) 
carport, ful ly landscaped 
with garden area. Quiet 1975 Plymouth Cricket 
residentle! r.rea. Plus many. station wagon. Like new, 
extra features. Phone 635- ' low mileage. Best offer 635. 
2589. (c5.4) 4619 (c4-5) 
For Sale: 1 acre with 5 1970Chrysler Newport, p.s., 
bedroom house on the bench p.b., rear defroster, block 
at 52,43 Soucle, 1283 sq. if, 2 heaters $800 phone 635-$102 
bedroom-~nd cold storeage after 6 and weekends. (ctf) 
In basement. House In like 
newcondltion. Large garden For Sale: 1973 Chev -% ton, 
area and frult'frees, phone PS, PB, 350 engine, phone 
635-4760 (C5.2) 635-9518 (c5-5) 
3 bedroom cozy home for 
sale. 1945 Bobslen Crescent. 
phone 635.3802 $38,000 
Serious offers only please 
(~-3) 
3 bedroom house with fruit 
trees, fenced yard rind near 
town and schools, call 635. 
3748 after 5 (c10-3) 
u 
3 bedroom home with 
finished basement, 2 
bedrooms basement, family 
room"den. Down payment 
take over mortgage 10 
percent Interest, 4617 Homer 
635.3791 (p5-3) 
For Sale: ~lke new 3 
bedroom home with 2 ed. 
dltlonal bedrooms in  
basement. 1283 sq. ft. utility 
room on main floor. 1V~ 
baths, 1 a(:re lot with large 
garden areas flat roofed 
storage shelter, quiet street 
at 5243 Soucie on the bench 
565000 phone 635.4760 (c5.6) 
Wanted to rent a 2 bedroom 
house or suite unfurnished, 
In)own, As soon as po.*;Ible 
phone 635.5727 (cff) 
For Sale: 1974 Ford 3/4 ton 
pickup, auto trans, radio, 
complete with 1974 
Vanguard 8' 6 Camper, with 
jacks, 3 way fridge, furnace, 
and toilet. Unit price $6,995. 
See It at Camperland, 5412 
Highway 16 West, Terrace, 
Dealer Licencq D00611A. (c5- 
5) 
1974 Datsun 260Z Custom 
paint, mags, -.Iouvres, .op- 
tlons. Serious Inquiries only. 
Also for sale 1972 Triumph 
Spitf ire, 27,000 miles. 
Custom paint. Excellent 
condition. $2300. Both cars 
can be seen at the Airport 
during days call Patti at 635- 
6516 (p5-S) 
1960 Pontiac Laurentian, 
good condition, best offer. 
No. 4 Keystone Apts. (p2.2) 
For Sale: 1970 2 bedroom 
• trailer with frldge, stove, 
dishwasher, washer & dryer, 
has a 10x25 addition (p15.n) 
For Sale: 1973 12x60 trailer 
with 2 bedrooms. Phone 635. 
7697 after 4 (c20-mayl0) 
".FOR SALE: 12x46 two. 
bedroom mobile home. 
Located on fully serviced let 
in Thornh!l:. A.-!::ng $13500. 
Finan~lng available. 
Contact Gerry Warren at 
Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C. 
phone 635-7117 (ctf) 
FOR SALE: 12'x68' Frontier 
mobile home with 2 large 
additions. Built In fireplace, 
raised living room. Will 
move and set up in Terrace 
area. 635.4692 (cff-f) 
1975 Leader mobile home, 3 
bedrooms. Will sell fur- 
nished or unfurnished phone 
635-2660 (p5-6) 
• For Sale: 12x54' Safeway 
trailer situated on a 7S'xi00' 
landscaped lot. Trailer 
Includes fridge, stove and' 
deep freeze. Phone 635.7851 
after 6 p.m. (p10.2) 
.1972 - 12X60 " 
Monarch mobile home, "3 
bedrooms, fridge and stove 
included, 8x25 joey shack, 
asklng price $7,000 phone 
635.3542 after 5 on weekdays 
(c6-2) 
HELP WANTED: Earn 
5200.00 monthly part-time;. 
$1,000 ful l t lme. Easy to 
succeed with our training. 
Write Fuller Brush Com. 
pany, C-O Box 108, 808, 207 
West Hastings St., Van. 
~:ouver, B.C. V6B 1H7, or 
Mr. T. Dlamond, R.R. 3, 
Kamloops, B.C. V2C SK1. 
(cff) 
HEMINGWAY 
WORKED HERE 
Author Ernest 
Hemingway free-lanced 
for the Toronto Daily Star 
from 1920 to 1923 and was 
on staff from September 
to December, 1923. 
INDEPENDENT SERVICE STATION 
OR 
GAS BAR OWNERS 
SELL UNDER THE MOHAWK SIGN AND KEEP 
YOUR INDEPENDENCE. . . . .  
• If you are in Or thlnklng of geffing into the gasoline 
business be one of the growing numbers of successful 
Mohawk Dealers in Canada. 
For details write to: 
r 
Box 1870, Prince George, B.C. or Phone: 962-0414 
MOHAWK OFFERS YOU: 
1. Independence in your operation 
2. Many money saving programs 
3. Full line of related products 
4. 100 percent Canadian 'Owned Company 
(cft-T) 
~p 
I I  I I  
Do IL Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
25 t' x 36" 
,2 ,h.,, o.l,- 3.75 
THE DALLY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St. Terrace 
PAGE 14, THE HI":I~ALD, 
60, TENDERS. 
BRIT ISH .COLUMBIA  
HYDRO AND POWER 
AUTHORITY 
Invites tenders fo r .  
Sitework including paving, 
curbs, storm drainage and 
landscaping for the Prince 
Rupert District Office 
Reference No. Q8.4388 
Closing Date: 24 May 1978 
Slashing of various tran- 
smission line rights.of.way 
in the North Coast 
Division of B.C. 
Reference No. Q8.4369 
Closing Date: 24 May 1978 
Sealed tenders clea'r ly 
• marked as above. 
referenced will be received 
in Room 1026, B.C. Hydro 
and Power Autho'r i ty 
Building, 970 Burrard Street, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6Z 1Y3 
until 11:00a.m. local time, 24 
May 1978. 
Details may be obtained 
from lhe office of the Pur- 
chasing Agent, lOth Floor, 
970 Burrard Street, Van- 
couver, B.C. V6Z 1Y3, 
telephone 663-2577 and 663- 
2560. 
(cl-2) 
Looking for a good used 
camper? Come in and see 
this 1975 11' Semi- 
selfcontained Fun Time 
camper. It has a large 
ref r idgerator ,  furnace, 4 
burner stove with oven, and 
lacks. Sleeps eight. Come 
into Camperland and see this 
unit. 5412 Rwy. 16 W, 
Terrace. Dealer Licence 
Number D00611A. (c5-5) 
74 Ford Camper Special 
Pickup with 11' O.K. Cam- 
per. Like new, tape decks, 
radios, queen size bed, all 
other usual appl iances.  
$8,500 phone 635-2826 after 6 
p.m. (c5.4) 
Tuesday, May 2, 1978 
1974 20' Holldalre Travel 
Trailer. All options, 8 track 
tape player Included. In 
excellent condition, phone 
635-2162 (p3.2) 
8' split level Capilano 
camper. 2 way frldge and 
stove with bathroom and 
furnace. Sleeps 6 phone 635. 
2667 or view at 4640 Walsh 
(I)4-3) 
For Sale: 8' camperette, 
very good condition, phone 
635.4577 (c5-2) 
Wlll do rototilllng with 54" 
tractor unit. Adjustable soil 
depth. Front bucket for 
mov ing-spread ing  sEll- 
gravel. Prefer Thor~nhlll 
area. phone 635.3478 (p10.6) 
Bakkers Modular Structures 
for sale. Reasonably priced 
Pre-fab greenhouses and 
multi use uti l ity sheds, phone 
638.1768 evenings or view at 
3961 Dobble. (p10.6) 
.I 
GENERAL 
CARPENTRY 
NO JOB TO BIG 
OR SMALL 
ADDITIONS, SIDING 
R ENOVATIONS 
CEMENT WORK, 
PAIN.TING 
Phone after 6: 
635-4094 
PRINCE RUPERT 
Telephone answering ser- 
vice Ref. available from 
estab, firms. Business hrs. 
Mon.-Frl., 8:30 - 4:30 p.m. 
Call The Switchboard, 624. 
6120 [p5-6) 
5 year old registered Quarter 
Horse gelding. Western 
andEngllsh shown Terrace 
and Prince Rupert. Ideal for 
children or adults. Asking 
$1,000 phone 635.2826 after 6 
p.m. (c5-5) 
Wagon Days 
• TERRACE HONDA SALES 
"~/  4842 Hwy. 16 West Terrace, B.C. VSG 1L8 
| ~ I/ 635-6571 or 635.4325 
'~__~_J Dealer kicence Number 02066A 
HONDA Test drivea Honda today. 
The Northern 
Gardener 
by Dave  Havard  
"POPEYE"  FOOD 
Remember, it takes 4 or 5 times as much heat to raise the 
temperature of a gram of water, by 1 degree, as It does to 
warm the saree amount of soil by 1 degree. To make a long 
story short, that is why the often times wet soils of spring are 
cold and hostile to seedsthat are prematurely put.Into them. 
Nor is it possible to prepare a good seedbed on them because 
working ground under such conditions results in a very 
lumpy surface, which prevents the seed from becoming 
properly surrounded by soil. 
Many soils, at this time of year, will still be In this un- 
desirable wet, cold condition. On the other hand, light sandy 
soils, or others that have good drainage by virtue of a sloping 
site, are ready to work now. The soil temperature on such 
ground will already be up In the vicinity of 4 to 6 C, or even 
higher. On April 22, a patch of my lighter soll checked out at 
6C. 
A soil temperature in that range Is pretty cool for most 
seeds, but there are some that will take to it kindly. Spinach 
is a natural, because It actually likes a cool soil sltuatlon. 
Furthermore It's a short.light.period plant. That means, If 
seeding Is delayed too long, the plants will be approaching 
maturity when our daylight hours are lengthening, and that 
can trigger premature seed production just about the time 
when It should be ready for the pot. That's why seeds of this 
plant should go In now, or at least as soon as your ground Is 
workable. Don't forget too, spinach won't be bothered by 
frost that is almost certain to chill It, between now and mid- 
Ma., 
A number of good varieties are available, but I partlcularly 
like Longstanding Bloomsdale, which most seed suppliers 
seem to have. Another good onels Early Hybrid No. 30, but I 
believe you'll only find It In Vesey's seed catalogue, care of 
Vesey's Seeds Ltd., York, Prince Edward Island. But, no 
matter what your favorite variety, if yu can get it In the 
ground now, you could be eating ,Popeye food towards the 
endof May. 
Compliments of: 
UPLAND NURSERY 
Kalum Lake Drive 
635-2603 
t' 
Goats, 2~milk, 5 meat, price 
S210 for all must sell well 
cared for see Halls 3 miles 
west K l twanga on Nor- 
tl~shore Rd. No Saturday. 
(p5-3) 
HELP WANTED: Sales 
~anger  for Community 
newspaper. Fu l ly  ex. 
perienced person with 
proven track record. Op- 
portunity to buy into one of 
Canada's fastest growing 
newspapers in attractive, 
progressive community in 
the Lower Mainland. Good 
starting salary with sub- 
stant ia l  commission, 
Permanent position, open to 
a man or a woman, is to start 
June 15th. Wrlte Box 116, 
care of 808, 207 West Hastints 
St., Vancouver, B.C. V6B 
IH7. (ctf) 
PERSONAL: Discerning 
Adults. Shop discreetly by 
mail. Send $1.00 for our 
latest fu l ly  i l lustrated 
catelogue of marital aids for 
both ladles and gentlemen. 
Direct Action Marketing Inc. 
Dept. U.K~, P.O. Box 3268, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 3X9. 
(cff) 
EDMONTON (CP) - -  
The-Alberta branch of the 
Canadian Arthritis and 
Rheumatism Society set 
a fund-raising record in 
1977, when conti'lbtitions 
exceeded $200,000 for the 
first time in the group's 
28-year history. 
Briefly in 
the News 
RODNEY, Ont. (CP) -- 
Seven years ago, Leo 
Larin was bankrupt. Now 
he is president 'of two 
companies and is known 
as the king of pinmakers. 
A jeweller by trade, 
Larin set up the pin. 
making venture in the 
basement of his Toronto 
home in 1969. Assisted by 
his wife Lfllian and her 
mother, Martha Duffle, 
Larin made emblematic 
pins from equipment he 
manufactured himself. 
They moved to this 
communty 50 kilome~es 
west of St. Thomas in 
March, 1970. 
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Pioneer radio man reminisces 
locally and over CBC for honorary superintendent, Nova Scotia division of 
directed the restoration the Corps of Com- 
missionnaires. He was in 
HALIFAX (CP) --  
Private radio is not what 
is used to be at the 
begiuning--speUing bees, 
quiz and ,talent shows, 
says broadcasting 
pioneer Col. William O. 
Borrett. Nowadays, all 
you hear is records. 
Borrett, with Bill 
Johnfon of Northern 
Electric Co., started 
Halifax radio station 
CHNS in 1926, and was 
managing director until 
1951. It was the first 
broadcasting station in 
Nova Scotia. 
He recalled in an in- 
terview that 50 years ago 
radio used local talent 
and performers, though 
Since then, Em- unpaid, vied with one 
blematic Jewel lery another for the privilege 
• Products of Canada Ltd. of appearing before the 
has expanded to 25 em- mike. Announcers wore 
ployees from six and now formal dress. 
has a second plant in One of his great 
Novi, Mich. Sales of pins, moments occurred on 
which cost between 25 Christmas Day, 1932, 
cents and $17, have risen when he was chosen to 
from $20,000 three years speak on  behalf Of 
ago to $200,000. , Canada at King George 
V's first British Empire 
Vice-president . Jim broadcast. 
White says the com- 
p,3ny's biggest customer "The broadcast started 
|s LionsInternational. with the BBCin London, 
whose members o-~er' then me . .  Australia, 
tPhins with the logos of New Zealand and 
eir clubs and trade King George ended it." 
them at conventions. Borrett had a radio 
series, Under the Old 
~:~&~" $:.~..-.'~ " $~:.:i:~:¥.~..'~$ i~:~:'.~!i : ~ i i ~ . . " ~ ) ~ ;  Town C lock ,  b roadcast  
five years, ir~ which he 
told stories of Nova of Citadel Hill, the lath- 
Scotia's colorful past He century fortress in the 
received the Beaver city's~entre. 
award for this series.. A veteran of two world 
On his retirement from wars, he is the only 
command of the corps 
until he was 75. Now 84, 
ne lives in Camp Hill 
veterans' hospital .and 
occasionally patois 
radio, -Borrett as surviving founder of the seascapes. 
We're 
Listed 
Here/ 
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I B.usiness il 
I! Not hsted m our , 
B,O, Tel Dmreotory, 
: i! i i~'~{~¢j~]l TERRACE VE1 ERIHARY MEDICAL CENTRE-  635- 3300 
: . i ! i~ '  AURORA ANIMAL HOSPITAL - 635-2040 
)i ~ BOYDS BODY SHOP - 635.9410 
TERRACE O." BURNER ..V,CES 63S4227 
THE HOBBY HUT.  635-9393 
THREE RIVERS wORKSHOP - 635-2238 
GEMIN I  EXCAVATING - 635.3479 
Free - for ONE month courtesy of THE 
DAILY  HERALD 
If you wish your Business Phone 
listed for your customers please call 635-6357 
whatever 
your S 
pitch... 
• ~)', , z : , : . ,~ ' [ ,~  i ~. 
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TAKE A LOOK AROUND YOUR 
ATTIC, GARAGE, RUMPUS ROOM 
AND TURN YOUR DON'T WANTS INTO CASH 
# 
AT THIS SPECIAL RATE 
• 5 L INES 5 DAYS5 DOLLARS 
| m ~ m m m m  
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DALLY HERALD Mail Coupon with $S.00 cash 
Cheque or Money Order to: 
"STRIKE IT RIOH". "Strike it Rich" Ads 
The Daily Herald 
ADS 32,2 Kalum 
Please allow one space behveen words Terrace, B.C. V8G 4B4 
l i i t i j t i l i J  i l i i i l i l l i l J l l l  
I l l i l l l t i l l  t t t l ! l t i l J l l l ' l l  
I l t l l ! l l J l i  I J i l l l l l l i l J l i ]  
l l l l t t i l / l l  l i J J t i t l J l l l j J l  
I '  i l l l l l l i [  I I I I I l l l l l l l l l  
mmmmmm||m|m|m| |mm| |  ~ 
I 
| 
I 
l 
Print your ads inthe squares on the coupon. Be sure to include 
your telephone number and leave a blank space between words. 
Items may not exceed $250 in value. Price must be included in the 
I advertisement. 
I 
I Your advertisement will 'run for five'consecutive days upon 
I receipt of coupon'and accompanying payment. 
I No cancellations 'or refunds. 
| 
i No business ads please. 
I 
I Advertisements must meet the Daily Herald advertising start. 
I dards. 
I 
Name . . . . .  . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -- . . . . . . . .  I Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - - - -  . . . . . . . .  . - :  - --  ~ Strike It Rich ads cannot be taken over the telephone. 
: Postal Code . . . . . .  _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - - - "  I " FOR ITEMS UP TO $250 IN VALUE I Classification . . . . . . . . . .  Telephone No .___ .  . . . . . .  I 
i_______.____Turn Your Don't Wants ______________...jint° Into Instant 0ash I Take Advantage of this Special Rate Today! 
• ..  < 
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, d 
ACROSS 
1 Porgugue~e . 
gentlemen 
S Hause pest 
8 Exclamation 
1~ Oriental 
nqrse 
13 Menu 
delicacy 
14 Occasion 
15 Tree 
trunk 
16 Actress 
Hagen 
17 German 
river 
18 African 
language 
~0 Jackson 
novel 
Decays 
24 Chinese 
coin 
Evergreens 
28 Residence 
33 Commotion 
34 Cape Horn 
native 
35 Irish sea 
god 
36 Native 
39 Pee l  
~z W/~'~ 
15 Hf6  
NNN"I I 
2~ 26 2"7 ~28 
35 ~ 34 
3b ~713e I 
@NN'°I N 
si ~52 
s$ ~s6  
s0 . ~ 5 9  
40 Note of the DOWN 19 .So be it 
scale 1 Flatfishes. 11 Body fluids 
41C01n ~ Melville 19 Beholdl . 
43 Determine novel 31 Fourth . 
47 Cheered the 3 Soft caliph 
team limestone .23 Kindof boom 
51 Give forth 4 Cots off ~A craze 
52 Macaw wool 2~ June 
54 Was carried $ A sorus promise 
"5,5 Arachnid 6 Fate 27 Male gypsy 
56 Harden 7 - of the 29 Waste away 
57 Epochal Horse 30 Kind 
58 Angers 8 Kind,of 31 Hawaiian 
59 French energy garland 
summer 9 Italian 32 Sea eagle 
60 Cupola resort 37 Select 
Avg. solution time: 26 rain. groups 
IAI~II~ IDICIUIRiDIAILIEI  38Woeful 
IDIEILIIICIAITIEIEILI, IAI 32Savedup ~ Japanese 
drama 
43 Start for 
John or god 
[EIR!NIP!A)L[EIS IWIEiNJ 44 Arables 
IAIEIDI  J ILIE!$IRIEINITI chieftain 
EILII ISIPtEIRITIHI 45Quote 
ISICIAILIEISISIE C 46 Comfort 
ICIEIBIUIAIVIEIRIAIGIEIDI 48 Bull 
49 A cheese 
4.26 50 Take out 
Amwer to yesterday's puzzle. 53 Soak flax 
6 7 ~s 9 is It 
N" @@N 
" i l  ' ° " "  
P I N@N 
55 54 
CRYPTOQUn' 4-26 
QXUDFBUD TXMJBABTFP  QBK-  
TFPXKPK PNNBABPUJ  DMXYYXM-  
BXU . 
Yesterday's Cryptoqulp--TELL ME, WHEN "'WHOM" IS 
WRONG, IS "WHO" RIGHT? 
(r, 1978 King Features Syndicate. Inc. 
Today's Cryptequip due: Q equals D
The.Cryptoquip is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equaL5 O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
T 
• Your Individual' 
Horoscope 
_ _  Frances Drake 
FOR WEDNESDAy, MAY 10,. 1978 
What kind of day will 
tomorrow he? To find out what 
the stars say, read the forecast 
given f~r your birth Sign. ' 
A i~  ~nce  ( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 
Mars influe 
stimulate your skills and ~ 
capabilities. You should feel 
• enthusiastic about the way 
things go now. 
TAURUS 21)~ ~ 
• ( Apr~ 21 to May 
Personal relationships under 
some restrictions. Don't discuss 
secret plans with anyone, or 
you'll have reason for regret 
later. 
GEMINI 
(May 22 to June 21) I11 
A potentially fine day. 
Through sheer force of per- 
sonality, you san break down 
opposition and get what you 
want. 
CANCER O ~  
(June 22 to July 23) 
Make a dry rue for future' 
reference in vital areas, but 
with systemand consistency, 
not sporadically or in haste. 
Shun needless argument. 
LEO (j,,,y 24 to Aug. 23)~6~ 
Above-average opportunities 
indicated, but you may have to 
seek out some for you, soiL It 
will be possible now to obtain 
cooperation you could not get in 
the past. 
vn o" 
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 
Mostly favorable influences. 
Do not let pressures or tensions 
hamper steady, well-tamp'red 
action. Especially favored: 
research, written matters, 
personal retationship~, 
LIBRA 
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23).n..~ ~ 
Skepticism could defeat the 
fully charged action this day 
deserves. Believe in yourself 
and in your goals -- and keep 
forging ahead. 
SCORPIO 22 I I~t~ 
(Oct. 24 to Nov. ) 
Stellar influences now favor 
novel pursuits,- imaginative 
revitalizing of all interests. 
Display your talents in 
marketable areas, 
SAGITTARIUS X# ~ 
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 211 
Avoid being led astray by 
those who are heedless of 
consequences, careless of 
responsibilities. You will face 
more distractions than "you 
think, so keep up your guard. 
CAPRICORN ~ t ~  
( Dee, 22 to Jan. 20) 't o ~'~/" 
You rarely imitate', 
preferring to produce in your 
own way. However, this day will 
require more attention to 
others' methods and know-how. 
AQUARIUS ~=~ 
(Jan. 2I to Feb. 19) 
Express your ideas '•and 
opinions discreetly but firmly, 
Don't leave stones unturned 
which may have gems beneath. 
A generally good day -- if you 
cooperate. 
PISCES 
( Feb. 20 to'Mar. 20) )~ 
A conservative and prudent 
attitude will keep you from • 
going overboard throui~h 
misguided enthusiasm -- a 
tendency nov#. Be especially 
cautions in romantic matters. 
YOU BORN TODAY are an 
extremely tale~tod individual 
and have all the potential for 
making agreat success in life-- 
IF you use it, You are, however; 
inclined toward laziness at 
times and this trait you MUST 
curb ff you are to succeed in. 
your undertakings. Depending 
on your inclinations and 
education, ofcourse, you could 
excel in science (medicine 
particularly), any one of the 
arts or in any profession dealing 
with the outdoors. You have a 
great love ,of heritage and 
tradition and would make an 
excellent historian. You like' to 
travel but, at heart, you are a 
homebody and, are unusually 
devoted to your family. Bit. 
thdate of: Claude Rouget de 
Lisle, author of "La Mar. 
seillaise"; James, Viscount, 
Bryce, Eng. jurist, statesman; 
Fred Asteire, dancer. 
! 
feel important, 
about it. At 88, receiving a personally addressed 
card just might be the highlight ~.~E~FORD,  N.J. 
DEAR K:  Bless you for your empathefle attitude. 
THE HERALD, Tuesday, May 2, 1978, PAGE IS 
ITERRAOE .L,~.L, ~ ~  "REGISTER i 
PietiSM6 ~~" . -~:  FOR YoUR SPRING 
- ALLEYS ~,~,~u,~ LEAGUES NOW!" ...... J 
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by Johnny hart 
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H SHARP SHOP " AT REDS BILLIARDS ] 
H Enjoy BilliaNs? Visit Rod's Billards .. 
'J~lII WI~ OF ID 
,% 
/ 
by nmat l~rk~r and Johnny 
///////////x,-.~_~: 
I ' ;   nunev . , . , , .  
| 4"/ Giftware,.Easier C.ndy, Cards .ndprompt I 
| prescr~ptmn services ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
• _.~ , , .  - = . . . . . . .  ~ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / ~  ;;. 
• By  Stan  Lee and  John  Romi ta  
and words using an ap°str°phe con give y°u clues t° lecaUng DEARABBY: Ican 'bo l leve  that I 'a62"year ' ° Id - - ' , t te r  do,o.o.,o , i Abby  but I have a "~" .......... STEAKS ,rein "-''=491 • 
peych/a~|.~.~pl.about deathbed I ". ". ~ / ' ,  
)wei I am~very much in love with a | , '~ - Jk ,  ~-A  - -  - - - -  • ~ Open until !0 p.m. Friday and Saturday I 
n a widower. Our children are i 
This widow.and Iboth  had good | 4736 LAKELS  E PHONE 635-7977 • 
Jt mine two years ago, and she loot ' 
re met by accident, Neither of us CAT F I S H bY = 
/ 
company for a year, we are very 
, ,marry. However, my wife, on her 
p romi ,  her that I woukl never I CC~f, TAI~I" t0HIT'I'LIN~ ~1 ~-~-~1.0~ AT THe- ~ . 4 _  
~eeauce t want co marry. What obligationhavo I to a dead I '~AT~, ,~ ' .~"~=/  
spouse, and what should I do? ' ~ - 
• FEELING GUILTY 
Wife Suspects His ,,.-.,.-,, ,-,,-,.. 'Deathbed promises are 81mat 81w~yn made under 
Luncheon Sessions emetlomdly du='ged zeunm~meu. Your o=Iy uldlPt lan b to yourasU,Go shead nd  marry the lady, and the monet 
the better. Life in for living. ~ ~ ~ "'::'~' 
By AbigaiI Van Buren • ,. . 
Newe8 nd In~ © m~wc~c.wT~Je,no,..v, v , . DEAR ABBY: I had a buffet dinner party at my home 
D~AU AnUV. t~.. husb ' -d  is a der--- . ,an but I'm not recently to which 12 of my relatives were invited. (One . . . . . . . . .  ,.,~ ~., e~- -  , . . . . . . . . . . .  ~or  ~ ' Trudeau 
disdosingthedenommaUonbeceusothiemaemantown.."~ ,m,~ o ,  . . . . .  ~,o,~,,~oa ~,,. a.nn ~ ao~ . . . .  ,ho. DOONESBURY by  Gar ry  
• woman in ---~ "3 wuu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  # ~v~.~. ~ I 4ew months ago, he started counseling a young , ,  " I ' . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "I - -"  her "Mrs J ~ arrwed~with a siant pet of turkey soup. Iwaocaughtby  ~J/~,1t~S#O T~9~/~. ,4POXO# "F~/./~A~ zollff~/'r.~ 
an enort co save her murnuge, t~u ~ ' ' ' ' a r ar . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . .  ~a.,, t,~ home for surprise, My dinner was a!re dyp  ep edand there was ~y~'~eeo~4 ~4~VVo/e o~/¢Tv/,~=f ff~:~Ye,~.ff~,v/ ff.~/~/sT~ /~O/~EeO~4Y z~/e~e-  YeA~l,l~L, I Last  week ne phones to euy .e  .us . , , , . .  ,, ~ m m r '  . . . . . . . . . . .  z,_. J ,~na ,,nmin~ in for no way l could have served y othe s turkey soup. For ~7"/~'0F77~ O/NT~ C//0/t~--~/f,~/~ NO~WPf~7/./~ 7/4/P.~V~.4~ZYE ~iZtt't~T'T/~F~ C~U~NO~7~Y 41/~A~ 
co un.~_ling., .and st might ~ke ~.s entke tt . . . . .  C... ~.~ to serve 12, and even ff I had, turkey coup wo~rn ' t  have 6ove~/~7~ee~" ~l~q~P Sl~/CeT~27e~.y... N#~°~Te~ /~o~/  ~v~, ~eDl~! I~VlR~. /~VO//~e/ 
told me not to bother preparing lunch for t.ne next y,. v ~;~. .  ,^~a . . . .  thor that I , , , , l a  , , , t  ks.  t,,,bo~, ~v .  • ~: 
nselin one ane • ~,=~,7 -,,,, ,.,~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ., ' e wee/~ because Mrs. J. needs a lot of cou g, _, _.  ~ I... . . . . .  .~^ z . . . .  i. ¢~ t~tt, ,,~ them when she soup away and save zt for another time..~'l~e was .miffed 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  k now it's and let me know it Was t wrong, AODy'I ~ne Keeps ~ comes m i,'~ne s[arcea wire one session u wee . _ . - " , tirol) ' ., bringing it up to me that I wo~dnt  la ther  serve her 
turkey soup. Hew on  I make amends for'my groM error? 
Yesterday when my husband came home, I noticed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  said,ms ux arm ~uur  uuw r= ovu-x-n li nor on his breath l was anocgea .cause  no . ~ ~  
• drq'~e, I a_aked .him..if had drthtihtn~oulan~tHe s~em~tl - DEAR IN= You weren't wrong, Tell your mother you 
tr to hide it tie saia ~.rs a nee erongn= g . . . . . . .  " ]a • 
bottle y - ot.wme" :"  ~o . . . . .  nave' w- itl~ thelr lunch. ." gonmea up nor turgey, soap. t r and it was delldous. I 
Abby, I'm not the typical jealous wife, but I~m besinning 
to wonder what's going on at those sessions. 
: What do you think? HIS WIFE 
DEAlt WIFE l hope he's net a rabbi, because those 
lunches ound anything but "kosher' to me. ' 
DEAR ABBY: .Our daughter called us !ast month and 
announced that it was official-she and her boyfriend are 
living together. ' 
We, ~her parents, are very unhappy shout this 
arrangement. We like the young man very much. He is a. 
college graduate (as is our daughter), attractive, successful 
and from'a good family. (We are ~iendl.y with h i s t , ,  ents:) 
Our daughter and her hoyfriena re beta ~,  anamere 18 
no reason Why they should not get married, but she made 
it plain that they have,no such plans for the present. 
The boy's parents don tl ike this setup any mere than we 
do, but they are also helpless.. People are asking us 
questions, and it is very ,embarrassing. What should we 
toll them? 
DEAR ABBY: Our car was damaged by a drunken 
driver who' works at the same factory as my husband, The 
estimated cost of having it repaired is $V00. 
My husband idnt want to have the other man booked 
for drunken driving, so instead of c~dling the _~oHce to 
report it right away, my husband called the man s wife to 
take him home ,an d sober him up. 
The wife couldn t sober him up, so she came back to the 
scene of the aceidenLand t01d the police, that she was the 
driver of the car, instead of her husband. My husband 
backed her up. ' " ' ' 
My husband and I have been going round and round 
about this. I. told him that he was dead wrong to have 
agreed to such a th ing , the  police, should have been 
notified at once, and ff they becked the other man for 
drunk driving, it might teach him a good lesson. I. don't 
~h~?drunken drivers should'be protected. What do you 
DISGUSTED 
EMBARRASSED DEAR DISGUSTED: I'm with you. Not only Is the 
. i ' . ~ drunken driver now free to repeat the offen~ (and 
DEAR EMBARRASSED: Don't be .embar rM.sed, possibly cause a more serious saddest), but ulsb your 
Puents  are not' responsible .,for the actions' o! met, husband Is a party to falsifying an accident repert--s 
28.year~Id children, wldch Is wSat you should toll people, serious offeuse.l . • 
, DEAR ABBY: In res .l~nse to the family with "a darling If you put off writing letters bemuse you dan% know 
little 88.year~Id Granny wh~reedo their mail, may I add , , whtt to my, get Abbys booklet  How to Write Letters 
a thought:. ' - , ' For AH Oecesions." Send $1 and 8 loq ,  stomped (24 cents) 
At her age, this dear woinan probably doeant receive envelope to Abby: 133 Lssky Drive~ Beverly Hills, Calif, 
much mail of her own. By now, most of her friends ~nd 90212. ~ . 
probably many of her relatives h/we already passed on. ' ' . 
And since she lives with her daughter, she probably _ . . . .  • , , . . . . . . . .  ' us  you men you am more friends? For the neret  of 
acean t even get Dms.ot.~er,own.. . . . .  c . . . . . . . .  c mpulurity, got h~y 's  new 5solder: ".How TO Be Popularl 
the rest of the t uy s man rmgnc ve net way v, r,~ , -. Reading ' ~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  , _  .aw xou re ~ever Tee Young or Too Old. 8end $1 with e long, 
feeling inthe mainstream ~.~m, ~ar~a~s s~me_s~.%^ r self.addreued, stomped 4~1i eentsl envelope to Abby, 13Z 
to it  at there was some~lun[~ at Tnau can euc,n uu7.,~ s.. .t ; ,  n . * . ,  Bev'-,t.. Hilt= ~. ,o e~o~ 
Granny, she wouldn't need to react someone see e ..m, w , 
i °' i - - _  / ' 
"Take that back and cook itl H's already' eaten ha l f  "is the guy in the green iecket the one who 
of the french frles." comph,ned shout the baked potat6es?" 
•'"C 
< 
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Number of b t aned books in 
By PAUL IRE 
JOHANNESBURG 
(Reuter) - -  For a few 
months last year South 
Africans were allowed to 
read Lady Chatterley's 
Lover. Then, suddenly 
D.H. Lawrence's famous 
novel rejoined the vast 
ranks of banned books. 
The administration 
behind the South African 
censorship laws is huge. 
Every week a com- 
mercial organization 
circulates the latest list of 
banned books to 
publishers, booksellers 
and newspapers for in- 
sertion into a massive 
loose-leaf folder. 
As of mid-March South 
Africans were forbidden 
a total of 18,402 books. 
Also banned were 370 
brochures and pam- 
phlets, 305~ calendars, 97 
phonograph records, 407 
postcards, 595 films and 
16 T-shirts. 
"You just can't keep up 
South vast 
with them," said a The administratiop of 
Johannesburg bookselier, the 1974 Publication Act, 
"I don't know from one 'which forms the basis of 
week to the next which South Africa's censorship 
books on my shelves are 
legal." 
Besides Lawrence, 
novels by Western 
authors such as John 
Updike, Vladimir 
Nabokov, Gore Vidal, 
Georges Simenon, John 
Steinbeck, Iris Murdoch, 
Kurt Vonnegut and 
George Orwell are 
banned in South Africa. 
PLAYBOY BANNED 
There is a lone 
standing ban on "g i r l i e  
magazines inciudin I 
Playboy and Penthouse. 
Books or films are 
banned after circulating 
legally for some time. 
The film version of The 
Rocky Horror Show was 
listed as undesirable 
after it had been playing 
to eager Johannesburg 
audiences for ,several 
months. 
legislation, is the re- 
sponsibility of the interior 
ministry. 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
According to our 
customers, it's the 
best deal Jn town. 
Test drive a Honda today at 
........ TERRACE HONDA SALES 
~ 7  4842 Hwy. 16 West 
Terrace, B.c.vaG IL8 . 
635-6571 or 635-4325 
Z-][OZM']D.-~ Dealer Licence Number 02066A 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY 
r~E '~~LIL  ES  
RE ., 
Most Anything - Most Anytime For 
CONTRACTORS-I N DUSTRY-IN DIVIDUALS 
Hours: Men. - Sat. 8-6 
£@1¢ "/A1 "I 4946 Greig Avenue 
Ut~U' /n l i  I ' Phone 635-7417 
TOOVEY 
SERVICE 
OANAVENTURE 
HEROURY ' I).~M4 YAMAHA 
(outboard D R ' 
mbters) (chainsaws) 
Hours: Men..  Sat. 8.6 
4946 Greig Dea~er ,icence Number 02013A 635-5929 
SUZUKI Motorcycles and 
acoessories in stock NOW~ 
Terraoe~ Equipment Sales Ltd. 
4539 Greig - 635-6384 . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~"~'~'~'-~1 
Dealer No. 01249A ou-.u~,~ uu,- .o tnr . ,  u t~t r~ l~, , ' . .  
. ~-  Dave 
Drousseau, 
(b  - . .  
. , ,  Contraoting 
Reroofing Specialist 
• ..- • • FREE ESTIMATES 
Call evenings 635.4600 
me and try our excellent 
elections of 
m ported meats, 
cheeses and 
delicacies. 
Northland Deft 
(1978) Ltd. ' " 
4623 Lakelse Phone 635- 
TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU 
636-8195 
ANSWERING 
PAGING OR 
MONITORING 
• SERVICES 
24 HOUR SERVICE 
4603.D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VaG 1V5 
i 
FOR A PHOTO THAT 
~~ s~,~s, ~o~ 
~6 , , 
~ ~162nle L3;.~ 14s:4 
CLOSED MONDAY 
i 
K ITCHEN CABINETS • VANIT IES  • INSTALLAT ION 
• MOULDED COUNTERTOPS • 
BRAD REEBE 
AREA MANAGER 
869 - Sl"H AVENUE 
PRINCE GEORGE. B.C. V2L 3KS ' 
BUS. 564.1488 
RES. 562.2281 
K.A*.WOOO 
~qkABINETS 
(NORTHERN) LTD. 
FREE ESTIMATES • 
FACIALS PEDICURE 
HAl RCON DITION ING MAN ICURE 
STYLING HOT WAX DEPILATION 
(NO CUTTI NG) 
No.12-3624 Kalum St. Phone 635.4788 
(Sunnyhill Trailer Park) 
GLENN CARSON 
3092HWY. 16EAST, WALLY  LEFEBVRE 
TERRACE, B,C. 
VaG 3N5 PHONE (604) 635-3863 
Satellite Vinyl 
Custom Furniture. Auto & Marine Upholstery - Vinyl 
Repair - Van Conversion Accessories • R.V. Supplies - 
Boattopping 8, Hardware . Vinyl Car Tops - 
Headliners. Tonneao Covers. Auto Carpet- V.W.. Seats 
;'ecovered in original color and material, front & back 
$225. Upholstery Fabrics, Vinyl & leather • Complete 
Corvetter supplies. 
Antique Auto Restoration 
R.R. 2 Johns Road 
Phone 635.4348 
i i i 
• j 
Te lex  047-85566 (604)635-7163 
/I/ IcEIkai~N . 
MoEIhanney .Asso.mates 
Oonsulting .Oivd Engineers 
British Columbia Land Surveyors 
205-4630 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Canada VOG IS6 
i 
Call us at 635-6357 9 to S 
t 
NAROWARE STORES 
GORDON 
AND 
ANDERSON 
T.V. GUIDE 
All listings subject to change without notice. 
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Tuesday, May2 
5 ~48 
~48 
8 
~48 
1 148 
14s 
148 
~11 KING 
(NBC) • 
Newlywed 
Game 
News 
News 
News 
News 
News 
News 
Seattle 
Tonight 
Name 
That Tune 
Americans 
Americans 
Americans 
Americans 
The Big 
Event 
Killing 
Stone 
Michael 
Landoon 
Gil 
Gerard 
News 
News 
Tonight "
Show 
Tonight 
Show 
Tonight 
Show 
CFTK 
(CBr.) 
NHL 
Playoffs 
NHL 
Playoffs 
Semi 
Finals 
Teams to 
be Announced 
i 
Cont. 
Cont. 
Cont. 
•Cont. 
Mary 
Tyler 
Hourglass 
Hourglass 
Hourglass 
Hourglass 
The 
Muppets 
Skeena 
Hournal 
To be 
AnnoUnced 
The National 
The National 
Night 
Final 
90 Minutes 
90 Minutes 
90 Minutes 
90 Minutes 
5 p.m. to midnight 
BCTV 
(CTV) 
Emergency 
Emergency 
Gong 
Show 
News 
Hour 
News 
Hour 
Stars on 
Ice 
Search and 
Rescue 
Man from 
Atlantis 
Man 
From Atlantis 
Funny 
Farm 
Carter 
Country 
I Lou 
Grant 
Lou 
Grant 
CTV 
I News 
News 
Hour 
Final 
The 
Late 
Show 
', KCTS 
(PBS) 
mister , 
"Rogers 
Electric 
Company 
Feeling 
Free 
Over 
Easy 
MacNeil 
Lehrer 
News 
Makers, 
Cousteau 
Odyssey 
Cousteau 
Odyssey 
Voyage to 
Ends Eartt 
The Two 
Ronnies 
Eyewitness 
Eyewitness 
Eyewitness 
Eyewitness 
Dick 
Cavett 
Book 
Beat 
i 
Sing 
Off 
Wednesday May 3 
:30 
d :45 
i ,:00 
:15 
:30 
I :45 ' 
I 145 
:00 
:15 
:30 
: 45 
The New 
High Rollers 
Wheel of 
Fortune 
Card 
Sharks 
Gong 
Show 
Hollywood 
Squares 
Days of 
Our Lives 
Days of 
Our Lives 
The ' 
Doctors 
Another 
.World 
Another 
Wro!d 
! 
Movie ' 
incident in 
San Francisco 
Richard Klley 
Dean Jagger 
Leslie Nielsen 
Tom O'Connor 
Ruth Roman 
Western 
Schools 
Mr. 
Dressup 
Sesame 
Street 
Sesame 
Street 
Jeannie 
Jeannle 
Ryan's 
Hope 
Bob 
McLean 
Bob 
McLean 
Hollywood 
Squares 
Edge of 
Night 
i High 
; Hopes 
Take 
I Thirty 
Homemade 
TV 
Vislon 
iOn 
!0 a.m. - § p.m, 
Jean 
Cennem 
Definition 
Definition 
Kareen's 
Yoga 
It's Your 
Move 
Noon 
News 
Movie 
Matinee 
Come Spy 
With Me 
' Troy Donahue 
Andrea Dromrr 
Another 
World 
Another 
World 
Alan 
Hamel 
Alan 
Hamel 
Lucy 
Show 
Emergency 
, Emergency 
Electric 
Company 
Bread and 
Butterflies 
Cover to *. 
Cover 
Over 
Easy 
Electric 
Company 
Jackson 
Jr; High 
Living Tomorrow 
Cover to Cover 
M is 
for Music 
The 
Originals 
Old Friends 
.New Friends 
Sesame 
Street 
Sesame 
Street 
i 
I 
i i l l . J l lBB l l l  i l  B I l i l  I l B l iBB  BUILD B BBBIDBI IBB  II I I  Ii BB  B B I IB I I  I I I I  BBN l | l | l  l B IB  
el • 
i GLEAMING sTAINLESS STEEL i 
i WITH COPPER OLAD BOTTOM .: 
| 9" Frying Pan i 
[]" ,11 ~'t, QG6 1 qt. SHoe Pan &Oover .: 
. J v _~ . 2 qt. SHoe Pan & Oover :" 
:. $~t  4 qt. Sauoe Pan & Oover . 
: . . . .  . 
i wr . ,v  • 
iglllillglingigilllllialanlllgmilillgllgllillglgglglllgg~. 
Gordon and Anderson Ud, 
Store Hours: 
Tues,-Sat. 9a.m.-5:3Op.m. 
Friday 9a.m,-9p,m. 
' CLOSED MONDAY 
CHARGEX s~ 
, t 
